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With the millennium comes change ... bur with LEXIS'-NEXlS" 
you can count on our commitment to offer predictability ..... in 
content and pri;ing plans customized to your needs and comf')rt level; 
reliability- with platforms cmd interfaces fine-tuned to adapt to your 
work emJironment; and dependability- through 24-hour d.-aily toll-free 
customer sen:ice access for accurate responses to questiont from experts in 
your field, all ready to meet your needs today, tomf>rrow, and i!Jto the next 
miHen ... '1ium. So when you're Iooking for a shoulder to lean on, only one odine 
idormation service is built to take it. . .LEXIS-NEXIS. 
Call today to learn more about new products from LEXlS..i"'EXIS: 
1-800-227-4908. 
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www.lexis-nexis .. com 
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You're a corporate librarian. 
Obviously, you're in it for the glory. 
vo2're ar  unsun2 hero. Working behind the scenes to  make your organization a success. Yut you deserve a l itt le recog- 
n i t i o n , ? ~ ~ .  How do you get it? By using Northern Light as your first search option so yoti can deiiver better ir.formation 
faster anci ~ n d e r  budget. We combine a free, intuitiveiy organized web search with a truiy afiordabie, proprie~ary Speciai 
Coiiectior? of over 5,OCC authoritaiive jouunats, trade publicatio~s, databases and newswires. Cal! us a t  800-419 -4222 
or sirr;piy iog on at www.nlsearch.com. Get safe search power for iess. Meet deadlines and budgets. Let the linelight shine. 
-. . . 
- .  
i he only thing worse than cot enough informatron IS and :inking process chat ieabs eves novice users 
too r~uch .  Now you can provide meaningful idormation quickly to answers; not a sea cf data. Delivered via 
. - . . 
to your organization with the InSite product suite. internet or intranet with tocis that =ake your i~Fe 
. . Products tailored to users' ccrnrnon, pressing easy: world-class support, Bat-Fee pr:c:ng and superior 
, . business questions whether they're in rnarsetrsg, ease of use. "eopie count or, yoc for the knowledge 
. . 
sales, planning or IT. A uniq.c:.e InEarmation mapping to get ahead. Count on InSite to help ycx brezthe easier. 
Ti ouk U C  InSite today call 1-888-419-8323 Ext.i7$5 
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19 Guidelines for Suecessfufly Teaching the Internet 
Pamela Cibb~relli shares some pointers on how to prepare and nmage an Internet 
course-frorr: setting objectives to asking for feedback. A must-read for librarians 
who want to be successM trainers. 
26 Beyond MTML! 
Information professionals have become by necessity graphic designers, creating and 
adapting print and electronic documents. Charles Greenberg explains some principles 
of graphic design to ensure your next web endeavor is a success. 
3 I Licenses and Jnformation Wares: An Update on UCC Article 2B 
Our society continues to struggle to balance our treatment of information as 
nerchardise with information as a community resource. This struggle is best 
embodied in Article 2B of the Uniform Commercial Code. Laurel Jamtgaard sheds 
some light on this developing law. 
Executive Outlook 
Wbether pcowders or consumers of information, we are all hunting for it in both our 
work and personal lives. SLA President Suzi Hayes explains why in Informavores All. 
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TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN, United 
Catalysts Inc. United Catalysts Inc., an 
international chemical company with 
headquarters in Louisville, Kentucky, has 
a position available for a Technical i i-  
brarian. A degree in Library Science or 
similar field of study is required. It would 
be helpful if the successful candidate has 
a degree in chemistry or some equivalent 
experience. Several years experience in a 
technical library and a knowledge of 
German or Spanish would be a plus. Re- 
sponsibilities will include MAINTAINING 
OVERALL SMOOTH OPERATION OF 
THE LIBRARY, administering and per- 
forming duties of Reference Librarian to 
ChemistsJChemical Engineers; Perform- 
ing current and retrospective Patent and 
Literature Searches using various Online 
Services; Internal Paten: Maintenance, 
Indexing, Bibliographies, Cataloging, 
Acquisitions Assistance, Interlibrary 
Loans and such tas:~. Please mail or 
fax (502-634-766 1) resume with salary 
requirements to: United Catalysts Inc- 
P.O. Box 323 70-Louisville, Kentucky 
40232 Am: Bill McKinney-Human Re- 
sources Dept. 
INFORMATION SERVICES. The Carc- 
lina Population Center, an interdiscipli- 
nary research center at The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is seeking 
an Associate Director for Information 
Services to head CPC's library, supervise 
editorial services, and manage the CPC 
Web site. Qualifications include an 
M.L.S., M.S.L.S., or equivalent; at least 
three years of progressively responsible 
experience in a library or in providing in- 
formation services; strong background in 
information technology as applied to the 
organization and provision of library ser- 
vices and the development and mainte- 
nance of Web sites and ontine publica- 
tions; demonstrated analytical & plan- 
ning ability; and strong management and 
ieadership skills. Salary range 545,000 - 
$60,000. Send resume to Thomas H. 
Heath, Carolina Population Center, E N -  
i H ,  Campus Box 8120, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-8120. The University is an equal 
opportunity employer. 
,MANAGER, UTC INFORMATION 
NETWORK. Direa network of 40+ infor- 
mation professionals (M_tSs)/sqport 
staff located in northeastern US, Germa- 
ny, Japan. Maintain comm-dfiicatiorts with 
customers and senior management to de- 
velop services furthering corporate and 
business unit objectives. Represem the 
corporation's information requirements 
with vendors. government, acadenia. 
Responsibfe for developingiexecuting an- 
nual project plans. operatingicitpital bud- 
gets. ALA accredited degree in Informa- 
tion or Library Science 7-10 years leader- 
ship experience in corporate infonnatiofi 
environment Strong communication, 
management, negotiating, teaming ski&. 
Send resume to: Jean Mayhevi, Director 
of Information Services, United Technolo- 
gies Research Center, 411 Silver Lane, 
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108, USA. 
Mayf~ewjgWtrc.atc,r,oni. 
Fosf?nqr Dfk'?? r~r?Ci~xk?d .blr pa$? $8 
DOCUMENT DELIVERY, v\,iorld 
Sources. Fast, Efficient, inexpensixve. 
niventy-two years experience. Let us 
solve your research problems. CARCB. 
Phone (919) 929-4870. Fax (939) 933- 
1253. E-mail caroIib@intrex.net. 
LOOKING FOR A CATALOGING 
PARTNER? The OCLC TechPro service af- 
fers customized cataloging and physical 
processing of materials in all bibliograph- 
ic formats and in many languages at pric- 
es t h t  can reduce overall cataloging 
costs. Far deGiik, 1-800-848-5878, 
ext 4586 or e-mail marcia-stout@ocic.org, 
Chemical K~stract 
Services . . . . . . . . . . . .  24-25, csver 3 
wj%%i.cas.org 
Corporate Bock Resources . . . . . . .  .18 
im.cbrbk.com 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  inmagic .7 
m ~ . i m a g i c . c o r n  
Institute far Scientific ',nformatior, . .41 
%~svv~r~isket.ca~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LEXIS-NEXiS cover 2 .  
wvmlexis-nexis.com 
MAiCit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ C % . C G ~  
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w~~.n~slsearB~.com 
. . . . . . . . . .  Primary Source Media .35 
www.psmdia.com 
?:oceedings of the 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  RR Bowlser 38,45 
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y jp  . d k e r  a i=.roviders cr 
consarseri of informarion, 
we are all i-!unf;q f ~ r  it 
di~i.jfig jo:ya F O $ ~ ~ . P I S  ~f 
both o:ir work and 
xixcr?al iive. 
You are all either herbivores or carnivores (plant eaters or meat earers). Did yoa know you are also 
informavores-information eaters? This is the current stage of our culmrai biosphere according to Dr. 
Matti Kamppinen of the University of Turku Finland Futures Research Centre. His look into the future 
was one of the keynote addresses at a September conference called N O ~ G ~ C  Information and Documen- 
tation (Nord98). After describing the history of theories of change in wcrld cultures and :heir parallels 
ic the history of computer and information science, he offered a peek into the future. He noted that 
most science fiction and futurist predictions of both humans and other-planet aliens feamre beings 
with large brains and large eyes, the better to deal with an increasing quantity and complexity of infor- 
mation. But he thought a future world with beings who have smaller brains and snialler eyes would 
yield beings who had simplified their world and had only happy, stress-free thoughts. Don't we wish 
this could be true? 
At first, I thought this speech with its cute title and fanciful ending v~as  just a nice way to kick off a 
conference. But aker some reflection, I decided "informavores" is actual$ a pretty good way to describe 
not only our profession, but those who use our s e ~ c e s .  Whether providers or consumers of infcrma- 
tion, we are all hunting for it baing some portions of both our work acd personal lives. lnformavore is 
a term you are likely to find me continuing to use. 
One of my reasons for attending this Nordic conference and also the IFLA (International Federation 
of Library Associations) conference was to support one of my goals for the year, namely, to gain a bet- 
ter understanding of what it takes for SLA to better function on a global scale. From my desk in Flori- 
da, I now have a new view of >ow the library information profession looks to fellow practitioners from 
many different points of view. I certainly didn't get to meet everyone from the 120 countries represent- 
ed at IFLA, nor from the eignt or nine countries represented at Nord98, but I made an effort to speak to 
many of them. In spite of the differemes in Sweden, Iceland, Malaysia, and Ethiopia, there are many 
cultural, economic, and technological similarities in the way our jobs, parent organizations, and profes- 
sional associations function. We wiII work to build upon those similarities and also to take advanrages 
of the differences when appropriate. 
From the association pointof view, one of the most universal themes has to do with recruiting and 
retaining volunteers to do the work of the organization. In some countries, the association has no paid 
staff of any kind and must Rnction entirely with volunteers. That is quite a different scenario from 
SLA with its diverse and competent headquarters staff who takes care of much of cur top level work, 
leaving the volunteer positions at the unit (chapter, division, and committee) level. It certainly encour- 
ages us to appreciate the wealfb of talent we enjoy from the staff. This is an area not often mentioned 
when describing the benefits SLA provides to its members, but one we should not overlook. 
There are times when we can't support SLA with our time. An alternative is to provide financial 
support by ccntributing to the SLA Annual Fund or one of the special Fmds such as scholarships. As 
you are doing your year end r ; t ~  planning and holiday giving, please think abont including SLA on 
your list. Your support, whether via money or time, is what makes §LA successfi~l. Thank you for all 
your contributions. 
L. Susan Hayes, preside~t 
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marker. ir~ tt.12 newly created tc professiozals k the finaxid, 
?;EXIS Ezqx i se  Group. Ske insurxce, media, : demman~-  
will be respnsibk for forn~lilat- cations, an& pharmacmticai k- 
h g  strategy and direct p r o d u ~  8wt:ies. She is a m&er of the 
Mary L. Westermann, assis- development for research tools Nm Jersey, PPhilaseddpizia, azd 
tant dean of the Palmer School targeted to corporare librarians. prhcetm-Penton Chapters, as 
of Library and Idomatiofi Sci- Fisher has been 84th LEXIS- weil as &e insurancr Q Empky- 
ence, Long IsIand University s NEXS s h e  1986, providing ec EtenefIts and Pharmaceaticd, 
C.W. Post G a p s ,  BrooMe, consupation and sales ex2ertise H&kh Q %&nology Divisions. 
a?, was recently honored by the 
Medical tibraiy Assdatiori 
(3\/ILA) for her contibutians fx Gddc jk-M(;5~1(7gernefit. He also 
medical Iibrarianship at the represexed Illinois as dekgate 
U s  98th annual meeting and to &e Brst White Home Cox- 
centennial celebration in P h i -  disting~isized hence  on Libraries an@ Infor- 
delphia, PA, this past May. She librarian and SLPi Fellow, died mation Science in 1979. During 
is an active member of the Long August 26, 145.8, in Chicago, IL. his career, he served a bsie I'ili- 
Island a d  New Yo& Ctiap&rs King served with the f ist  goq nois Chapter president, and on 
and the Biomedical & Life Sei- of f a c e  Corps ~~~Iun tee r s  i~ the various librav grozp commit- 
ences and Science & Techology Phiiiippines during the eariy tees throughout :he s ~ & .  !n 
Divisions. 1960's. 'Ln 1964, he move% to 1987, he was aamed a felIovir 
Chicago, where he worked Lr the by SLA k recognition for his 
LEx%% library at R.R. DonneEey 65 Sons oxtxandkg mntriburions and 
King sper,t wen'cy-seven y a r s  smite ro t3e pxcfession. King 
as a librarian for Standard Edu- was an active member of the I!- 
Jean F'iher was recentiy catiofid Corp. which pbhsked Iinois Ckapter, as well 5s th-e 
promoted to product manager encyclopedias. f i g  w s  a co- Musenm, Hmani&s and Arts 
for the information professional author of Z~edaI Lr'bmies: A Diirision, 
la?stnfitetc% Usa 
By 2881 it's expected &ere w5l be 133 million Intranet usas s r o u ~ d  tke gkbe.  
US Eur~pean US E~dropean 
Cempanies Companies Companies Cornpenies 
1 
; Today, it no longer travels 
's no longer 
by no-one; 
... and it's up to  you to  
knmagZs DB)"Gvr Wcwks: 
Casnfczrrning ro y a w  :~ fa rmat . i~n  
nerds --- m o t  d he srther way 
amtrndl 
v lou are yo,- organzatior s undisputed infor- 
mzt on ma-agere-rt exper, Y o x  inTormatioq 
is speci'ic to  your -dustry, unique to  ~ O L -  
compary - 1:s extens ve and stored in many 
c fferert forms We iaow tbat inmag c s been 
Ieadmg rhe tieid for almoit 20 years gpow ng 
adapting t o  ?led yodr c-anging needs That's 
\why we ceve opea a state-of-tne art synem 
t o  absorb a1 3' yoJr i r fvmation wirh 
~qoreceden;ed s x e d  anc ease of use And 
r o w  Inmagic preseqrs DBlText ~Neo?ubiisher 
- a pTograq t h z  lets you iwtanty ~ o - ~ t  
Y O L ~  DY'extWorks databases, on lire cata- 
logs, resea-ch rex r ts ,  a-d image arcves etc 
on your r;ia~et o r  ;he In ter~et  
TLlat's rght. N o  CGi programming, N o  PERL 
programming. Impressed? There's more. 
DBnext WebPubirsher is based on open stan- 
dards, runs on N T  servers, and works with ar?y 
standard t i T P  serve:- - making DBRext 
WeSPublisher a ?referred choice among Mi5 
managers as weli. It's never been simpler to  
publish your critica: information on the WEB. 
Tr& the # 1 provider of Pexible, ready-to- 
use automation soiutions for special librar:es 
and corporate information centers to  heip 
you move your company t o  the 7ew WEB 
envircrment. Ler us show you how easily 
DB;Tex;Works and DB/'Text WebPubiisher let 
you harress the collective knovdedge within 
yobr cowpany ap,d waxiwize its power 
by brirging ir t o  every desldop enterprise- 
wibe, or world-wide. Vislt our wessite 
(livww.inmegic.com) and view live or-line 
bibliographic databases, t e x  arid image direc- 
tories, research knowiedgebases and others 
moun~ed with DBFext VkbPubi~s~e,: 
800 West Cummings Par!< 
Woburn, WA 0 i 83 i 
(78 1 )  938-4442 
FAX: (78 i )  938-6393 
Email: sales@lnmagic.com 
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M f h g  the information de- 
mands of government. busi- 
ness, research, schola~ly a m -  
munities, and the A~erican 
pub1ic. The three awards in- 
chde: Federal Libraryihforma- 
tion Center of tile Year; Federal 
Librarian of the Year: and Fed- 
eral Library Technician of the 
Year. The award winners will 
receive a cer&.cate and plaque 
honoring their contributions to 
the field of federal libray infor- 
mation service, which will be 
presented at the annual FLICC 
Forum on Federal Information 
Policies in Washin,.ton, DC, in 
March 1'399. For more informa- 
tion or to request a nomination 
packet, visit tke FLfCC. web site 
~~w. l~~,~eb . lx~gov/ f l icc  cr by 
nhone: 1-202-707-4800. 
The American Chemical Soci- 
ety, Co1umb~s ard Dayton, OH, 
sections are currently seeking 
nominees for thc 1999 Pam-  
Consulting $@&ion in Wnner'a Circle at lindianapolis 
by Katherine Bertolucci 
The Consulting Section of the Library Management Division gave a winning performance at 
the 1998 Annud Confe~ence in Indianapolis. The programs received great reviews at the confer- 
ence and in the chapter newsletters. 
Amelia Kassel, of MarketingBase in SebasQol, CA, set the pace with "Internet Power Searching 
Finding the Pearls in a Zillion Grahs of Sand," sponsored by LEXIS-NEXIS. The audience was 
standing room ody and the information was the very latest in search cngme developxent. It really 
was up-to-the-minute. Kassel was seen checking for any kite breaking news on the morning of the 
program. Section leaders heacd positive comments for days and months after the t-,rogram. In fact, 
Kassel, who is a member of the San Francisco Bay Chapter, was invited to presect a similar prograa 
at the Online kformation 98 Conference in the LX. So if you're in Londbn on December 8-10, check 
it out; otherwise try her web site at www.marketi igbase for a look at her program slides. 
Mary Dzurinko, of MIC Dzixinko and Associates in Baltimore, MD, and also 1998-99 chair- 
elect of the Consulting Section, organized a dynamic program, "Speaking to Your Public: Effec- 
tive Communicatior: with ac  Audience." Three skilled speakers gave tips and more importantly 
demonstrated prac5cal techniques for winning over an audience. The speakers included Roger 
Harvey, a television reporter with WHTR in Indianapolis and David Ear:tz of Toastxasters Inter- 
national, Indianapolis Chapter. Dow Jones sponsored the program and supplied the third speaker, 
Clare Hart of Dow Jones Interzctive. Hart suggested a public speaking book by her mentor, Dor- 
othy Saxoff, titled "Never Be Nervous Again". 
This year, the section sponsored a CE Course, "So You Want To Be a Consultant," presented 
by Sylvia James of Sylvia James Consultancy in West Sussex, Engiand and by Katherine Ber- 
tolucci of Isis Information Services in Healdsburg, CA. James is 1998-99 past chair of the Con- 
sulting Section and Bertoiucci is this year's chair. The course focused. on tke basics of setting up 
an information and library management consulting service, witi? an emphasis on international 
consulting. It will be presented again at the Minneapolis Conference and. is a wonderful opportz- 
nity for both new and experienced consultants. 
The Consulting Section business meeting was lively and active. A few of the section founders 
were there to greet friends and to meet new members and prospective consultants. Be sure to at- 
tend next year's meeting to help forge a new direction for the Consulting Section. 
Division hnounce %WBSPEC Award 
The Engineering Division's Schoiarship Committee has announced that INSPEC will sponsor a 
$500 Travel Stipend Award given to the qualified library school student who submits the best es- 
say. The essay will describe [he importance of special librarians marketing themselves and their 
libraries to thek clientele. The winner will be given the oppomnity to attend the SLA annual 
conference, June 5-10, 1999, in Minneapolis, MRT. The deadline for sa3mission is March 1, 1999. 
For more information contact Bette Finn, chair, SLA Engineering Division, Scllolarship Commit- 
tee at 1-404-894-8190, or via e-mail: bette.finn@library.gatech.edu. 
In the August issw of InJomwzatim Out- 
look, CiiS Hardesty described M.s positive 
kach'mg experience ir, Russia on b e h a  of 
the Freedom Fomm. I m happy t~ report that 
my advemres in Arge&a under the s m e  
program were equally as successhl a d  fm. 
One of the rewards of t~achiplg in another 
mantry is that I can share my !mowledge as 
well as learn from the students. Becase of 
cultural, poiitid, and economic differences, I 
was forced to consider my assumptions and 
preconceived notions. I was box, axi raised 
in 2 country that places a hi@: value on 
mation. I Ieamed how to iilse a %ray at a 
young age, and have access to an kcredibk 
abundance of infomation on a & i  basis. I 
have also Iived in a democracy my entire E e  
and never dmbt that I have the right to look 
for irfcrmation. But I mu1d_plvt assme t h t  
the inteEgent professionals Q whon?. 1 taught 
Internet resemh sidls, in a iovely hi@:-rise 
bnildmg in cosmopoiita~ Buecos Aires, had 
had the m e  life experiences. 
Beginning in June of Ciis year, journal- 
ists from Kle leading Argenthe newspa- 
pers, smaller independent weeklies, special 
interest pubiications, Amnesty Internation- 
ai, and Associated Press attended one of 
the fifteen or so dasses i gave. I was de- 
Iighted by their enthusiasm to learn how to 
use the Internet for research. The Internet is 
a new and powerhi source of information 
for the reporters, and they have grasped its 
potential with alacrity. 
Most of the journalists who attended my 
classes had proficiency with the Internet 
and used it at work and/or home. L~genb- 
na, along with Brad and Chide, has a rap- 
idly gowing population of Internet users. 
With tke deregulation of the telephone sys- 
tems, access to the Internet is becoming 
more viable. However, it is s? i  cost proh2- 
itive for many. Not oniy does a monthly ac- 
count with a Iocal service proviCer cost ap- 
proximately $40.00 a month, but- users also 
have to pay a per minute charge to their Io- 
sa! phoce company. %riffs imposed by t le  
teiecom~unication companies are s t 3  high, 
and it is rare tc dnd an internet connection 
2n &&is qaick[y chapifg-i~~g 
worldB perhaps &he 
&2&6?19;"6?$ OE& 
h e ~ k  down global 
h~andades, &a$ also eke 
&and-~ers of close& 
guarded informa kit3 M 
on every PC in the newsroom. Dnring tours 
of the ~e i s rooms  of t~70 Ieadisg newspa- 
pers, Cianh and Riu N e ~ o ,  journalists 
pointed out that only one to three conpxt- 
ers had Internet access. 
During the ciasses, I asked the journd- 
ists if they needed information for a story 
Ciey were writing so we could look fcr rele- 
v a t  information as a trainkg exercise. O x  
journalist was researching abortion in hr- 
gentina, yet national staiistics were difficult 
to find because abozion is illegal. Another 
journalist was researching whether or cos 
is hvolved ic any dmg tmffick- 
ing. The journalist was suspicions of ariy 
informtion published by Cqe Argentine 
government. Typicd questions a rekrecce 
Ebrarim might ask, sut3 as "Have you d e d  
the re@oml govermenr office?" or "V&c 
wuId gather these satistics?" wen ~ e t  wiE4
&eresting answers, I had many frank dis- 
c~ssions with the jonrna3is's abmt the roje of 
irfomatioc k their society. &gentha was 
Aed  by x%tary dictatorships for may 
years. Living In s ~ c h  a g ~ z d e d  ssdecy crmt- 
ed kherent &sZ~st of the govermect. I 
5 w d  answers 'ke, "'if Be government did 
keep this i$omation, they viouldn't s h e  
it," and '"%e goverment @st distorts Lrfbr- 
mation for 1E,Pir ovx: purposes." i wzs also 
to10 h t  with mck new gcverrmeFLt: mmy 
agencies and depzrtxens '"start new." L~or- 
mation that might have beeri xcMved is sia- 
ply tossed. Re@ond govewxents hwe very 
littie power and reSOiarccs, ad therefore are 
urdikely to pu3Esh a y  kifornation. L? addi- 
tion, the gexrticns of people vkc Eve& w- 
der t3e ~~ didatorships learn not to ask 
questions or 3 question tile s 2 a s  quo. 
Althorrgh these journalists may have ac- 
cess ts p:3biic and zcademic libraries, 5eir 
experiences wiCl these institations have not 
been positive. Either lack sf sappat ?eaves 
zany of the libray coSec5or.s wanting, or 
the jocma1ists were never given assigr:- 
mems as students that reqblired thek use. 
Newspager Iibrxies are aIso in short supply 
in &gentka. Ociy one seemed to empky a 
2;lained librarian. 
The Incemet m y  chaxge Cie concept of 
"information" in Argectina. Argentine 
newspapers are respected institutions, and 
all have WWW- pages, ?vlar,y of tbe journal- 
ists I spoke with said that the newspapers 
are providing artides and references 'Lo 
bV;hWJ sites as a nleans of raising Intenet 
consdousness. In 5 ~ s  quicXy d~anghg 
worid: perhaps the Internet w G  not on@ 
break 62-m globid boundaries, brrt $so :he 
barriers of dosely gimded information. 
I urge B you to check Out Some F~gen- 
tine newspapers' W W N  sites. The best way 
to do SO is fiom American jomnalism Re- 
view's Newslink (h~:l l~~w.newsTink.org/  
sa~g.htmij. 28 
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THE TOP 100 U.8. NEWSPAPERS (BY mmm) 
Thc Wall Street Soornal" 
USA Today 
The New 'fork 3 m e s  
Los Angeies ?mes 
The Washicgtm Post 
New Yoiork Dai!y News 
C h ~ a g o  Tiibuco 
Newsday 
Houston C h m n d e  
Ch~cago Stin-Times 
S m  Frznckco C1:rooicie 
Dallas Morning News 
Boston Oobe 
Arizonr RepublicIFlxenix Gaze!te 
New York Pobt 
Phi:adeiphie lnquirer 
Newark Star-Ledger 
Atlanta 3oi;rnal & Coos!itil!ioc 
Minneapdis-St. Paui Star Tribcne 
Dctroi! Free Press 
Cleveland Plain-Dealzr 
Sax Ciego Uricr-T:ih;ne 
Oracge Counry Register 
Miami Heralc 
Por!land 0:egonian 
Denver Post 
St. Pe:ersbnrg Times 
St. Louis Post-Dispa:ch 
Baitimore Sun 
Denver Rocky Moootain News 
Sac Jose Mercury News 
Milwaukee Jonrnal-Sentinel 
Sacramento Bee 
Boston Herald 
Kansas City Star 
Buff&? k w s  
New Orlezns Times-Picayune 
Orlando Sentinel 
Detroit News 
Columbus Dispatch 
Pinsburgh Post-Gazette, Sw-Telegraph 
For; Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel 
Charlotte Observer 
Investor's Business Daiiy 
F31r Worth Star Tekgrax 
Louisville Courier-Jonrnai 
Tampa Tribune 
Seatt!e Times 
Omaha War!d-Herald 
indimapolis Star 
San Antonio Express-News 
Hartford Conraat 
Richmond Tines-Dispatch 
Oklahoma Ci!y Oklahoman 
Lor Angeles Daily News 
St. Paul Pioneer Press 
Seattle Post-ln!el!igencer 
Cincinnati Enquire: 
Aus:;n-American Ststesman 
Rachmter Denmiat & Chmnicle, Tlmes-Unim 
Philadeiphiz Daily News 
MempGs Commercial Appeal 
Florida rimes-Union 
Arkansas Democ:at-Gzzette 
Providence Joornal-Bulletin 
Des Moines Reglster 
Riversde Press-Enterprise 
Tulsa World 
Palm Beach Post (corning soon) 
Dayton Daily News 
Lss Vega? Review-Joomal 
Asbwy Park Press 
Raicigh News &Observer 
Fresno Bee 
Birmiiighan: News 
Syracuse Post-Standasmerald-Jo~rnai 
Nasisvlile Teanessem 
Record 
- .  
~o:edo 31ade 
Axron Beacon ;ournal 
Grand Rapid? Fress 
Chicago Daily Herald (Arlington neigh&) 
Salt Lahe City Tribune 
A!len:own Morning Ca!l 
Wilnington News journal (ccming socn) 
Tacoma News Tribune 
c a p  d%!a c State 
San Francisco Examiner 
Spoxane Spokesman-Review 
Knoxville News-Sentine! 
Aibuqverqile :omal 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Worcester Telegram & Gazette 
Charleston Post &Courier (coming soon) 
.Miidisor. State Journal, Capital Times 
;zcksar. Clznon-Ledger 
Long Beach Press-Telegram 
HonolcIo Advertiser (coning so03 
Roanoke Times & World Hews 
Washicgton Times 
Dow Jones Interactive has more of the 
top loo newspapers than any other online service. 
In fact, Dow Jones Interactive" is the only online service hat offers: 
96 of the top i co  US. newspapers-78 in full text 
50 of the top 50 U S  newspapers-44 in full text 
92% of the Fortune ~ooo's hometown newspapers 
Searching across the tktl archive at one time 
Plus, yoi! can access ail of this rich content from an incredibly flexible interface that's simple enough 
for everyday business research, yet powerfui enough for even the most sophisticated searching. 
Put Dow Jones Interactive to work for your company. Take a free tour or register online at  
http://djinteractive.com or call 1-800-369-7466 ext.4143 for more information. 
Dow Jones Interactive; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
http://djinteractive.corn 
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PNAS has simplied InstiizticnaS access to the online joixrnd in 1 999. M 
libraries subscribing to print \dl be entitled. to activate an  oniine 
subscription to the journal at no additiwnal charge. 
* - - -  
*X5F4q& I .  In 1999, PNAS odke (fid text and graphics) be include6 with all paid 
+-x~-&&s- G*5% 
*a* 8 5 3 3 ~  institutional print subscriptions. PNAS wiii publish more than 16,000 pages of &jg@$~ 
high impact scie~ce. ~ > z ~ & 2 ~ g  
k**"$$&&* 2. Institiltiond subscription rates Ccr 1999 are: $800 (US.), $335 outside C?e U S .  $$g&se& g$@&?g (includes expedited air delivery). eq.$J%pz>2 
3. Your library users vY%i have onllne access to: ;CmB~+$-*e p2ga%p'37 
The 1999 volume (25 issues)-full text, graphics, and sqpiementary $%@&$$ a* .BA.- 
material on the !Neb--with access available the saxe day the print issue &@$:;%$ 
mails (approximately 2-3 weeks before it is available in E.S. iibraries); s?&&-e ,?~,5i:.@$$ 
*~&F*"-pc F d  text and graphics for 1998, 1997. i 996 (PDFs only); i&+g?$& Free inter-journal citation linking to the MI text of referenced articles in $$&, 
_3p partlicipzting journzls; && 
Free access to PrabMed; 4*% ey&&ai 
hTatural iang~age searchkg. ~~~~~~ $@@333 
4. If you subscribe to PNAS Ordine, autho;-ized users (expleyees, facul~? 4@ @!$ 
staK students, library patrons) at one geographic location (e.g., a 
~~x$i& 
university campus), are entitled to: *$" @ +  
Browse and search the jmmd 
Print copies of the ol;tput of azy search for internal use. and 
Download those search results or specic articles. 
d 
CIr-dering information .A 
Order through your subscriptim zgeEt or directly from &Le Natiocal 
Academy of Sciences. Once your serial vendor or PhTAS has received 
payment, you will receive a Ietter with imtructions for obtaining access 
to the Web edition; the Ietter w i i  direct you to an onl i~e  form. To 
actk~ate your online subscription, yotl will need: 
Institution's IP address(es) 
Contact came, title, phone, fax, zrzd exail 
* Access Code r ~ m b e r  (included with fhe letter). 
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r ntest Delivers a Win For Librarians 
Nember John Siclair of the Western 
Canada Cha$er got some serious spotlight 
time from his employer, the Edmonton Sun, 
where 3e has served chief librarian since 
1979. What foliows is the story of his fif- 
teen minutes of %.me in his own words: 
Usuatry a "Dear John" letter is bad news. 
You know what I mean. "Hasta la vista, hon- 
ey!" as the door slams shut. Except this t i e ,  
the door ts opport~mnity was just opening. 
The plan was devilish in design. The Ed- 
monton Sun was seeking weird and won- 
derf~l  ways of celebratjng its twentieth an- 
niversary, and paying tribute to its unsung 
heroes. The chief liSrarian had been there 
for eighteen of those years, diligently re- 
searching the toughest tabloid trivia and 
enhancing his product's value with a strong 
base of ?ams. L'Whys let's turn our answer 
man intc a. cdebrityi" mused Editor-in- 
Chief Paul Stanway. 
Aided abetted by Fromotions Director 
Bonnie Lcpushhsky~ he did just that. "?tven- 
ty trivia cuestions over twenty weeks, to cele- 
brate wer@ years of pubiicztion! And to add 
&erest, we'! make it into a contest. Each 
weekly trivia w-;Saer gets a twenty-inch W, 
a.nd the grard winner gets a twenty day vaca- 
tion!" they Srz.hstormed. Well, we had to 
s d e  ba.& d o m  a little bit on the prizes. The 
twenty-inch TYs beme personal cassette 
players, and the twenty day vacation became 
a Home Thcaatre system. but the deed was 
done and the coxtest off to the races. 
What a race it was! The promotions ran 
prominenQ every d2y, and I began getting 
admiring e-mail. "Are you ever p'notoge- 
nici" crooned Greater Edmonton Library 
Assodaticn president Tracy Stewart. 
"You've got& get that framed!" enthused 
Northern A%em Health Library Associa- 
tion prez DeE.a Jacobsor,. "You have such 
penelracing eyes!" intoned Albeifa Report 
photographer Paui Wodehouse. "Gosh" I 
stamqered to all of them, "I never knew." 
I began to get approached by distant ac- 
quaintances and complete strangers. "I 
know you . . .you're . . you're . . that GUY?' 
they'd say. At the pool where I swim my 
laps, my fellow fitness buffs would regale, 
Who would expect a 
&rend! cabloid to 
express such l o v e f l r  
librarians and strike 
such afearsome blow 
Jar tkes'r visibility? 
"Hey. it's the LIBRARLW, the AYSWER 
man!" My broker calied me to complain that 
this week's question was too hard. My pas- 
tor stopped slamming the Sun in his ser- 
mons. My chiropractor offered me a free 
treatment. My celebrity status became in- 
toxicating. 
I've always been a sensible person, and 
I knew in my heart that this was only my 
fifteen, er, twenty minutes of fame, and that 
the end would eventually come. Over 
47,000 entries later, the last question ran, 
the draw made, and the grand prize award- 
ed. I performed the wrap-up interview with 
reporter Jerry Ward, and modestly reflected, 
"I'm now the most famous librarian in Ed- 
monton." 
What a wacky crew we are at the Edm- 
ontm Sun! Who would expect a trendy tab- 
loid to express such Iove for librarians and 
strike such a fearsome blow for their visi- 
bility? Then again, who would expect a new 
lease on life when the first two words are 
"Dear John"? 
- 
For more i?$ormahbn on Public Relahons Outlook or to contn'bute to the column, please 
co ,~ ta t  Direct06 Public Rel&ons/ennfler Stowe @nnjfer@sIslez. org) . 
Promote Your Advocates! 
There is no doubt that Cle information 
professional has their champions. Have you 
provided information to your company's 
CEO that has made the difference in a major 
project, or found important documentation 
that assisted your CFO in saving money? 
Have these people expressed to you how 
valued you are to the organization? If you 
can say "yes", it is time to put this knowl- 
edge to work for the positive promotion of 
the information profession. 
The Public Relations department is d- 
ways on the lookout for positive, support- 
ing quotations and testimonials from upper- 
level management for use in our education- 
al and promotional materials. This might be 
a great way for you to get a little PR for 
your superiors and your organization too! 
Please be aware-in some organiza- 
tions, the public relations or corporate com- 
munications departments must approve any 
quotations which reference the executive 
director, CEO, or other high-level officers. 
To serve the best interest of the profession 
and the association, please get written con- 
sent of the proposed language from the per- 
son you are quoting, or by his or her pub- 
licity or public relations professional. 
So the next time your president or CEO is 
pleased wit;? a project on which you have 
worked and with which he or she is pleased, 
ask if you could have s quote of endorse- 
ment for the role of fne special librarian or 
information professional. If he or she is 
agreeable, offer to draft a reasonable com- 
mendation and pass it by for approval. 
The worst they could say is "no", and 
they can't say "yes" unless you ask. 
These quotes will be used for purposes 
of education a ~ d  promotion of the informa- 
tion profession and will be f d y  credited to 
the speaker. If you would like assistance in 
drafting a comment, or if your company or 
organization has any questions, please con- 
tact Jennifer Stowe at SLA headquarters. 
Thank you f x  your assistance. 8 
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We're I n fo r aa t i o~ .  Express - 2nd we don't just deliver That's our busl~ess.  And we've boiit a repotation on i; by 
documents.  We build inr,ova:ive and customized providing fast, accurate, and coqe?iiively-priced service 
information delivery systerns for rnajor cor?ora:e, that goes the eg:a m3e. Find ozt what h e  i l a ~  is & abom. 
academic, z ~ d  medka! b'craries. To succeed, we've got to Call GS a? 650-494-8787 or e-mid US at seruice@zxp~ess.com. 
know olir clients weli and mGe:s:and what they wznt. Come visit xl?r web ski: wnv.exp;ess.com. 
The Cust~rnized1jorrna:ion Sdrttion. 
14 tnformation Oufloolr ttovember 1498 
E~ucationd institutions earIy recognized 
the potential of tke Internet as a mechanism 
for delivering courses or portions of courses 
to students, Internet deliverj of educational 
courses is growirrg rapidly, and courses can 
be either synckxonous or asynchronous or a 
combinatior: of the two. 
SnJithi?. a single course, an insmctor may 
use the Lnternel; k a variety of ways. For ex- 
ample, course administrative matters can be 
communicated to students electronically to re- 
lieve the school and the student of the vagar- 
ies of tile US. ad or fax technology. So, the 
course syl lah ,  read& list, and information 
on exams a d  grades can be constantly avail- 
able to stude~ts vja the Internet. The Internet 
can be used to deiive: the a&& course mate- 
rials by Ioadir~g the= or; the course web site. 
These mateials could be developed by the 
faculty ner5er herself or tiley could consist 
of copjnighted works assigned to the stu- 
dents. hother use of the Internet for courses 
is to admhister examinations. The copy of 
the exm is available to students on the 
course web sire, the student compietes the 
exam, and s e ~ d s  the answers to the instruc- 
tor electroniwlly. Live dass sessions such as 
chat rooms on a partichr topic can be orga- 
nized on a regulx basis. Bus ,  all of the stu- 
dents and the famity participate in a synchro- 
2ous expegexe. Additionallyt the faculty 
member can communicate with students indi- 
viduaUy nshg e-mail or with them as a group 
s s k g  a Bstsenr. Aiso, the class can carry on 
discussions h u g h  a tkeaded discussion 
iist in between ckss sessions as an adjunct to 
the classrmm, 
Ody the delivery of course materials 
over th.e Werner for distance learning rais- 
es serious copy@ issues. Tile technology 
permits teachers to use course materials in 
a vzriety of formats over the Internet, but 
copyright can present significant stumbling 
blocks. These copyrighted works may be text 
materials or audiovisual works, software 
and tile l i e .  The first limitation is that for 
any course over the Internet that delivers 
copyrighted works via that medium, the in- 
stitution must restrict access to enrolled stu- 
dents. If it does no:, then t5e educational in- 
stitution may incur royalty charges for each 
person who accesses the course materials 
portion of the course web site. 
Written maten'ats. The classroom guide- 
k e s  that accompaied me 1976 Copyrig@ 
Act permit teachers in nonprofit educational 
institutions t~ reproduce materials for distri- 
bution to their classes. These guidelines, pub- 
iished in House Report 94-1476, contain both 
portion limitations as well as time limitations. 
For example, a teacher may reproduce copies 
of a journal article to diitribute to each stu- 
dent in the class if the article does not exceed 
2,500 words in lengh; the decision to use the 
article is made so la in the class term that 
there is no opgortunity to seek permission of 
the copyright holder; and the article is used 
only one class term without permission from 
the copyright owner. 
Delivery of one copy of an article to each 
student in a class under these guidelines, 
whether by photocopy or by the Lnternet, is 
permitted. There are some outer limits, 
however. Within the class term, only one 
artide from an aut;hor or three from a peri- 
odical issue or a cdlective work may be re- 
produced and distributed. Further, only 
nine items can be reproduced under these 
guidelines within the "safe harbor." These 
limitations likely mean that few courses can 
provide all of the materials a student will 
need under tile guidelines. Therefore, per- 
mission must be sought and royalties paid 
to distribute materials over the Internet in 
excess of the classroom gtiidelines. 
Non-Print Materials. Many courses 
- 
2jy Laura N, Gffsawqy. Lo@ Garaway ,ti chair ofSLA3 Copyright Committee. For more 
i ~ o m z n ~ o r ?  on Copynghb Corner or to contribute to the column, pleare contact Gasawqy 
(laura~asaway@unc. edu} . 
offered by nonprofit educational institu- 
tions use a variety of other types of materi- 
als in addition to textual works. For exam- 
ple, a music appreciation course will neces- 
sarily use recorded music and may need to 
display the sheet music. The classroom 
guidelines include graphic works such as 
cartoons and graphs, but not audiovisual 
works, multimedia works, musical, and 
dramatic works. To reproduce entire works 
for inclusicn on a course web site requires 
permission from the copyrignt holder. In- 
cluding short clips of these works on a pro- 
tected web site may be a fair use because 
the copying is de minimis, but indudiig 
larger portions is not likely fair use. 
Placing non-print works on the course 
web site also raises the performance and 
display rights. However, whenever a student 
views the performance or display over the 
Internet, it is likely to be a private perfor- 
mance rather than a public one. Since the 
copyright owner is entitled to royalties only 
for public performances, the performance is 
exempted whiie the reproduction is not. 
There are alternatives that avoid some of 
these copyright problems. For example, a 
teacher could include on the course web site 
only materials that fall withii the guidelines 
or those for which the faculty member has 
received permission. Other materials could 
be purchased by students in the form of a 
textbook (eiren an electronic textbook) and/ 
or a coursepack for which royalties are paid. 
There are some alternalives even for courses 
that use a number of motion pictures. The 
faculty member could assign the movie and 
require students to rent it from a video store 
or borrow it from a library to watch for class. 
Royalties for the reproduction of their 
copyrighted. works on web pages for dis- 
tance learning could be a significant reve- 
nue stream for publishers and producers 
over time. But if royalties are too high or if 
the system for seeking permission is too 
slow or cumbersome, teachers will simply 
exclude their materials or will use them 
without obtaining permission. 8 
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Res2s from 5?e 1998 SiB Sdzy Survey, 
conducted in April/FAay '1998, indicate a 
healthy increase in earnirgs since 1997. 
Amng Canadian respondents in t5e same 
positions between April 1, 1997, and Aped 1, 
1998, the mean percent change h~ earnings 
was 4.5. The mean percel?'L chage for sknJar 
U.S. respondents was 5.2. Ip, comparison, 
wages for wi&-collar wckers in aE Lqdus- 
tries in tile United States kcrased 4.2 per- 
centfor the year endmg Mach 1998, accord- 
ing to the Empkyrneat Cost Index fig~res &- 
culated by the Bureas of Labor Sxistics. 
The 1998 S:iB Annual Salary Survey 
was the second salary survey conducted by 
§LA on an a n m d  basis, and the fourteenth 
survey since 1967. In Agril 1998, the qnes- 
lionmire was maned first-dass to %A reg- 
zlar and associate members living and 
workiqg in the United Sztes and Canada. 
The survey was sent to a random sample of 
U.S. members (?uT=4919) and to a2 Cacadi- 
an members (N=1029), a total of 5,948. 
The number of respocses received was 
2,435, representing a 41 percent rePm 
rate. Members were asked to retura their 
surveys directly CLQ Association Researc?, 
Inc., who entered mC tabulated the data. 
The 1998 survey i~stmment was re- 
vised considerably based on membership 
comments and suggestions. New questions 
were included to discern such factors as: 1) 
the level of earnings from sources such as 
bonuses and commissions, Z j  the size of 
the respondent's work organizaiion snd, 3) 
the level of earnings about respondents' 
e ~ p i ~ y e e s ,  so that supevisors can bargaic 
for competitive staff wages. Sev?rd ques- mctre specik coxpensation information 5y that have recently emerged, such 2s Data- 
tions were also revised or ugda',ed, PostaI! $ace. In additioa, the Primary Responsjbili- base/Sckvare Design, Infctrnaticn 2od-  
zip code idectifiers were requested to dlow ties list was expanded to inchde skiU sets uct-Database Development, Ictranet Devsl- 
eprnect, Kcowiedge Manageme&, Mzrket- 
ing, Trainer, TJendor/§aIes, aad Webmaster. 
For more i ~ o m a t i u n  on Research Brizfs or to conL'r%ute to the cor'urnn, p!eae cunt~ct Di- The job title question was also expaaded 
rector; Research Ruth Amold Ph. D. (mt&@sla. org) . ',o lndude Webmaster and ProCuct Sales 
Autc-matically convert your existing > Create a subject index and bibliography 
ProCite, Reference ManagerB or in an instant - use any field for subject 
EndXotea databases or topic headings 
Share databases between Windows P Cite references across multiple databases 
and Macintosh within your word processor 
Lid.. a record to a Web page or a P Store an unlimited number of records with 
PubMed record - instantly 39 reference types, each with up to 45 fields 
,T P Import text files from electronic sources Research Information Systems 
2353 cm~iao Vida Roble, Carlsbad, CA 92009 USA with integrated BiblioLink 
800.722.1227 - 760.438.5526 Fax: 760.438.5266 = E-mail: sales@risinc.corn 
mG!e and Werencz Maagei  are rcg~reied mdemark ol ihe inr;irua for Scien;~fic 1nfoma:ion. A:i alhcr prcducr lames ;iie t i n d e m ' i i  of their respective comphnicr 
ManagerlRepresentative and to specify a 
self-employed i?wnerlConsilitant title. 
For the figxres repozed here, all full- 
time workers who repclted work-related 
earnings with yearly, monthly, weekly, and 
hourly units of pay were included. The 
earning Zg~res  represent work-related 
earnings before deductions, and do not in- 
cliide bonuses, overtime, or other pay- 
ments, if respondents reported monthly 
earnings, pay was ~~:t:ItipIied by twelve, 
weekly mits  were multiplied by r"rfty-two, 
and hourly units were muitiplied by 2,080. 
Median and Meagn Earning$ 
Data for :he United SQks and for Canada 
a.e presented separately. Canadian salary 
data are repcZet.,d in Gznadian dollars. The ex- 
change rate on April 1, 1998, was Canadian 
$1.42; United States $1.00. As indicated in 
the @yes jelcw, the median pay for full- 
time inhr~aiion professionals in the U.S. as 
of A@ 1, 1998, was $47,000; the average, 
or mean, was $50,572. The Canadian median 
pay for full-time information profession& 
was $49,800, and the mean was $51,604. 
% by Qpe 0% i8netituXlon 
The earnings of information profession- 
als vary by the type of institution in which 
respondents work. Among those in the 
U.S., the median pay for corporate informa- 
tion professionals was $48,000, $1,000 
more Lian the $47,800 median for all U.S. 
special librarians. The median among those 
working for the federal government was 
even higher at $53,000, $6,000 above the 
total median. The earnings of information 
professionals in other work settings fell be- 
low the overall median rate: state and other 
goverEment - $45,100; academic subject 
departments or research institutes - 
$42,100; academic general campus library- 
$39.900; and public iibrary - $37,700. 
Iaen examined by type of institution, 
academics in Canada bad t5e highest medi- 
an earnings. The median pay among infor- 
mation professionals working in academic 
subject departments or research institutes 
was $6 1,000, we11 above the overall nedian 
of $49,800. Earnings among academics in 
general c a ~ p u s  libraries were also higher 
than the toQ.1 median, at $51,400. The me- 
dian pay among Canadians in the remain- 
ing institution types was slightjy below the 
overall median: state and other government 
- $49,300; corporate - $49,000; and federal 
sovernment - $48,500. 
Though the institution ffgmes are com- 
pelling, rexember that tile differences in 
earnings by instikition may be explained by 
other factors. There are large differences in 
earnings by industry among the corporate 
librarians. In addition, experience levels 
and geographic location of respondents in 
the various categories are two other impor- 
tant factors to consider. 
Thanks zgain to al:; who took the time to 
respond to this important survey. More de- 
tails about 52e findings from the 1998 sur- 
vey can be obtained from Cie SLA we3 site 
at m7.sla.org or from the SLA mono- 
graph, f ie  Annual Salary Sur~q ,  2998 
($45 for rnembers/$54 for non-members; 
includes postage and handling). %? 
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A Bookseller to the Fortune 
Corporate Book Resources is possibly the fastest most econ~nnicaf 
way for corporate libraries to purchase booksy arndi~visuals, CD- 
RUMS, reports, and documents. 
v - .  -, * YV tnwt (.~oqmr*atg Btmk H~ss3urca.r La.2 ( ,o Fns Lsssr 
6 Speedy Order Processing - 90% of orders h i p  within 24 hours, 
.most the same day! 
6 A Single Source for All Your Printed Materials - No need 
to make a dozen calls to find as many publications. We can gei 
official government publications, Associations newsletters, Ssdety 
articles and books from any publisher mywhere in the world. 
* Instant Notification of Backorders - You'll h o w  within 
ninutes of ordering if your title is out of stock. -All Bask orders are 
followed up on a 30-day cycle. 
Invoicing To Your Specifica&ms - Our on-site programmer 
will customize your invoices to your exact specifications, 
* Largest j . X ~ c < : t j ~ ~ j ~  in the Industry - Zp to 15% on a single 
copy order! Quantity discounts are available, 
-. 
a. + - .", C -& : .>.> *; P. .-. A-;s~~--,~LcI:.~.~L-~A~JG  a- - Corporate Book Resources pays all U B  ground 
domestic shipping and handling charges. 
Never Pay More Than List Price - We never mark up the c0s-i- 
of a book, even if we don't get a discorani.! 
Corporate Book Resources 
305 Main Street 
Sutton, WV 26601 
Voice: 800-222-7787 
Fax: 800-932-0033 
e-mail: cbrbk@aol.com 
F3r hose speciai librarians planning tc 
teach Internet 5asses: here are some poict- 
ers. Rather than :ocus cn specific web sites 
for you to indude, this article focuses on 
basics %: the prepamtior! and management 
of the course: 
Setting Objectives 
Structuring Meacingful Exercises 
Introducing Terminology and Important 
Concepts 
a Preparing an Optimal Learning Envi- 
rcnment 
Troubieshooticg 
Preparing Course Materials 
Evaluating Resonrces 
* Asking for Feedkick 
Pamela C'ibbare& has provided Internet insCpuctzon ?'o over 5,000 people since 199 1 when 
she expanded instruction in Znformatibn Retrievd Systems co include the Intemer. Her 
Internet and Mror!d Wide Web classes have been sponsored by the Special Libraries Asso- 
ci'ation, the Natio.zai Online Meeting, Cal'omia State Universig FuIlerton, IInFaPeoPeopk, and 
many colpor~tc and governmental agencies. Cibhzrelli is owner gf CIBBARELLI'S, a libray 
automation and infomation retrieval consu2ting Jmz. She can be reached at 
cibbarelIf'@aof. m. 
When I began teaching the Internet, I at- 
tended evev Internet course I could find 
and read many articles 2nd books to help 
me "fine tune'' my course materids, Almost 
everyone began with a technical discussion, 
"what is the Internet?" or a "history of the 
Internet." However, very few attendees 
were interested in those particular aspects. 
Attendees were there to gain navigational 
skills, not tc gain historical insight. 
I believe the first five minutes and the 
Iast five minutes are the most important 
times in the class in terms of the overall 
evaluation participants wiE give your 
course. TD spend the drst thirty minutes 
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teac'hing "history" or 'Yecllnology" instead, 
of skills cmses most a%?ndees tc ccnclude 
early in the class one of two C~ings: that it is 
going to be too technical or that it is no: go- 
k g  to be relevant. %is is especially t x e  if 
tile course is a "hands-on" course. If stu- 
dents have computers sitting in front of 
them, Cley want their hands on the key- 
boards irnmediateiy. :f the course is 2 hands- 
on cczrse, have the ccmputers on and open 
to the hone page. Allow participants arriv- 
ing early to begn to browse while waitkg 
for the class to start. Then after introducing 
ycurseif and the course objectives, Iamch 
ixmediately into hx:ds-on exercises. 
Setting Objec%iveg 
Objec~ives ,For the course s5ould be 
known before anyone ever agrees to attend. 
Publicize in such 2 way 53at individua% wig 
be able to determine before the class what 
the course will cover and the levei of exper- 
tise they should have before attending. 
B u n ~ g  the &st Eve minutes of the sass 
provide an agenda. Tkis agenda should in- 
cMe  the course objectives and it shod2 reiri- 
force the publicity for the course. K also 
shccld include the amount of t h e  which wiIi 
be devoted to each topic. 9 2 s  will help come 
p&%ccipmts to knou7 what to expect and 'Lo 
anticipate the appropriate t i e  for questions. 
Stick to Cle agenda 23d adhere tc, Cle time- 
'&es. Do not s'zxq the class late, Reward 
those vho are on time rather than those who 
a 2  late. Sy dong so, you wii f ~ d  attendees 
will realm from breab on time too. 
Have in mind bog? hard objecti7ves and 
soft objectives. The hard objectives are 
those which are induded in the course de- 
scription and the agenda covered at the 
start of the class. The soft objectives are 
those inckded if there is enough time. This 
will permit you to adjust the pace of the 
course and the level of dir"ficai3 according 
to the needs of the participants. 
In an academic environment, it was pos- 
sibie to set prerequisites and postrequisites. 
The prereq~isites were those si;iIls or exer- 
cises that had to be completed prior to the 
class. The postrequisites were those exer- 
cises that were required foilowing the class. 
Although in a bnsiness environment "as- 
signments" are cot appropriate, it is still a 
good idea to give class participants a Iist of 
suggested web sites or exercises to rein- 
force their learning (postrequisites) and a 
ciear statement of sitilk required prfor to at- 
teading the class. 
End the course by reminding padici- 
pants what has been covered. i a;suGy 
show 5 e  course objectives/agenda again. 
This @ ~ e s  a definite end to the class and 
the oppolTanity to participants to rezed cn 
how muck has been covered ic the class. 
My ending siiCe is often, "Congratuia"LionsI 
You now know abont (insert hst of hard ob- 
jectkesj." Never end :he dass by just iet- 
ting it wind down leaving attendees uncer- 
tain when they are done. 
Stxu c i=u-T-ing 
MeewhqgfGf ECxxerxh.i ees 
AIthoxgh your come  objectives may 3e 
the same for 5vo different "Lixes Lie dass is 
taught, tire dass exercises shonid be s2ecZc 
to the interests of the 'rwo sets of akndees. 
Mxket research personnel x e  not &rested 
13 the same sites as your legai depz?rnent 
and neither of them a.e irit3 %e same axas 
of interest as your scientific researc2 depzr- 
mems. Select sites and plan exercises which 
will stimulate participants' interest and give 
them a good reason to return to the internet. 
Think about the sites which are most 
focnsed on participants' needs. Taik wlLi 
depxtmeatd gerscanei and ask wilich sites 
and what t~pics are going to be zost  cse- 
c ,  
mi. Then visit the sites prim to iLiqe dass 
and save those of interest to a bookmark 
SIC Yw a n  2ut the bookmarks iiie xp for 
access os  the compaEy ~aeP,a~ofk or jiobl may 
prefer to save the bookmzk E e  to Roppy 
diskexes whi& yyo &tfiute I&$ 
coarse materigs. Either way, be ce,&ik ";o 
make one of t3e exercises 3 lessor: ir: l?ow 
to access the bookmaria file. Ideaiiy, you 
wiE not make time to visit aii the sites in 
the bookmark fEe dlrring dass so the par- 
ticipants wiE irave incentive asd an easy 
method L:0 c o ~ t i ~ u e  to iezm by making use 
of the bookmaiks 
Se certtn to select sites thaiare reie- 
vant, load quicklgs and emphasize the point 
y ou are making. 
In @~3da%3hqg 
Tmm.fa abg-y ;$.& 
bm~~o~taM 6rm c&@s 
Much of any intro&c:ory class is teac5- 
ing vombiJialy. Remembering the terms 
and the meani2g of the terms can chdknge 
any participant, so xtrod-xe CIe te rm in a 
way in wh;r,iZ one coacepr buiids ail mot$- 
e:. Also be cerzin B e  class 3andonts pro- 
vide a qk;ick reference '--,-' UC& to tire tams 
and their meanings. Remember, visuai rein- 
forcemeat soxetimes caa commuaicate 
more thoroughly and more quickly than 
witten paragraphs. 
.$"3 y,e22&.-$p", -? %.. ..* . *, 4.2-, 
*. L L-+ :..kg & T  
r g e & ~ ~  :ETW~~&ETE,ER:~ 
Internet c!asses come in three formats: 
hands-oc, demons:ztion, and iecare only 
Eands-on dasses are 61e preferred fcr- 
mat axong & Lie zudiences I have sur- 
veyed, and 1 agree. By havifig 21e oppor2-1- 
city to do exercises in dass, the Iearning is 
more complete and Lie intimidation of t ~ y -  
ing to do the exercise alone izter is avoided. 
in hands-oa classes, icsmxtors are of- 
ten tempted to p t  two or time participants 
$2 ea&  computer^ Avoid doing so. The dy- 
camics of the interactioc kemeex thase 
sharing the computer interfere wi51 f ie  
lezrnLir,g process, It is dso  p r e p  easy to 
g a s  v&dI of the two a: tkee  is least 
likely to touch the keyboard ... the one who 
most needs tc do so to iearc. 
Giass size for ham%-on courses is nsa- 
aEy dictated by the nzmber of available 
workstations. The largest I have used has 
been a ckssrocm with twentyfive worksta- 
tions pins 'lie instmcto: station. I fnd  this 
class size manageable. 
A demonstration dass can be done either 
with an o&ice session or a canned demo. If 
yotl are planning an odine session, a ~ ~ d  
there is any possibility of equipment f a h e ,  
be prepared for z. anned Cemo. You can do 
this by oya~ng tile web sites to be visited to a 
Cisk. The hypefinks will not connect of 
course imnkss yo2 mod@ the HTML version 
of the domme~ts 5y changing fie LXLs for 
licks you phn to use to the file name under 
which you have stored them. 
u r u r u . i n f e r r n a t i o ~ ~ u u I I ~ ~ I i . c a m  
A ?dl day is too long for an Internet 
class. In a copra te  environment, I have 
found it more successful to plan a classes 
wfiich are two arxl a half or three hours 
long. %is provides s, time frame more easi- 
ly accommodated by busy work schedules, 
and also permits attendees to select only 
the courses focusing on the areas of their 
interest if several ccirrses are offered. For 
example, I ofken 2ave one class on Basics of 
Web Browsing B Navigation Techniques 
and a second class on Seaxhing the Web. 
Ideally, the icst~ctor 's  computer screen 
should be visible to aE attendees. The 
screen image shodd be large enough for all 
participants to see In a demonstration 
dass, the optimal size of the class is dictat- 
ed by the number who can view the screen 
with ease. I remember a class at a national 
meeting for which I had not set limits on 
the number of attendees. More than one 
hundred *en@ individuals enrolied in the 
course, and the course sponsors and I 
struggled to reaEange the classroom with 
two screens so dl participants auld see the 
screens adequately. Since then. 1 have a1- 
ways limited demonstration classes to a 
maximum of fifty parricipants. Fifty is still 
challenging. Excellent equipment is essen- 
tial and I do worry about everyone having 
the opportunity to ask as many questions 
as they wotrld like. 
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Regardess of class size, do not depend 
on the class to be able to read URLs from 
your screen or to be able ro write ',;zem dou7n 
as you read the URLs to the d a s .  Have 
LXLs either in the handocts or have a book- 
mxks file for the ciass to take with them. 
7 D ~ z z b I e ~ F a ~  a $$ ~g 
Most trocbleshooting should be done 
prior tc class. Try the equipment before the 
class arrives to be ceriaio the phone lines, 
modems, ne?works, computers, keyboards, 
ovehead pmjectors, software, etc., aE f x c -  
tion to specificatior,. Remember also to 
check for any s o h a r e  pkg-ins you may 
need during tile dass such as Adobe Acre- 
bat readers, telnet software. etc, 
3e 3e1 if problems a.ise durixg class. 
Sometines I have mce2ed a dass because 
the web server was dom.  Otha times I have 
used demos" that I saved to disk pri- 
or D the class. me:~ do I make the decision 
on my om, bx rafher, keep tile dass in- 
formed as to what is happening a id  d e ~  the 
goup to dedde what is best for tkm.  3y d- 
bwing the class to participate k the decisio~, 
~cumtaaces. they fed iess "vi61'&edn by & 
Many instn;ctors scggest using class as- 
sistants when teaciiig a hands-oa dass. I 
agree. I wmt one dass assiswt who re- 
m a i s  invisibie until needed to solve equip- 
ment problems. I do not want a course assis- 
tant who interacts with the students 6.uri'zg 
fhe dass. When I've taught dasses with as- 
sistants who were there to assist sp~dents, I
found it ~ u c h  more difficult to keep the 
class focused. Tie s m d  gonp psychology is 
such that tize assistants need to show C?ey 
are there for a reason and the students com- 
pete for the attention of &e ccmse assis- 
tants. Furthermore, having a class assistant 
means I do not have the opport~nity to dis- 
aver  what is conhing or difficult for the 
students. Most of dl, I have trouble teaching 
over the sever& conversations taking place 
among the students and the assis2cB. Con- 
sequent@, my personal preference is one 
person on whom I can rely if the nec~ork 
goes d o w  or if a compter fails to filnction, 
but who s z j s  In the backgound avaiila'sle 
strictly for txmbleshooting equipment. 
pg-epxj fig 
g&Tj&=g &a gg!&&$ 
Basically. yoa want to "whelm", bnt not 
overwhelm your azendees. Everyone attend- 
ing the class should leave with new informa- 
tion, bet a class that presents CLOD me& in- 
formation too fast, simpiy ioses a good per- 
c e 3 . m  of its zt'lendees. Pace the class ac- 
cording to what the class a n  hadie. Re- 
member have bo5l hard objectives and. 
soft objectives and to watch your class dose- 
ly to dearme if they are becoming bored o: 
overwhelmed and pace accordiq$y. 
The InFoPeopIe Project in Cdifomia has 
provided extensive Internet training for h n -  
dreds of K~rariacs tkroughozt the sEe .  
Curing the last coeple of y a m ,  the InFoPeo- 
ple kstmctors have tended to 5ave hands- 
on courses with PowerPo&- sfides combked 
with web exercises. The dass handcus in- 
chde a printout of the Fowel-Poi'zt slides and 
a floppy diskette wih hot% the PowerPoint 
&ides and bookmarks. TMs is the best com- 
- .  
mation I have ever experienced. 
There are 10% of practid poicters I 
'v'~ocId Eke to share about handouts and 
grapi?ics. For example, do cot pet too m n y  
words on one screen, cse a font color that 
show :3p, use a background <?at does not 
irrizte, select a readzbie for& use speLI- 
check, keep a consistest forxat, and provide 
copies of your slides as course hacdouts in- 
d.~dikg brge page numbers on each slide. 
Course participants often want your per- 
son2 opinion about con~oversid issxs: 
""Wfkh web browser is best?" "Whick 
search engine is better?" 2-y to anticipate 
C?e questions m d  rather Ckz giving only 
y o u  opkion, shxe  some credible data witf: 
them to subsZc";ite opinion. For exaxpZe, 
<?ere is an hterestkg aside, "Browser 
Wars" (Internet Ylo~id, Decexber 1997, page 
241, that shows according to three separate 
snweys, Netscape has over seventy percent 
of the Browser marketshare. The specific 
numbers reported in 5ie article were: 
Computer InteIigence S u m q  
Netscqe 7'1% Microsoft 14% 
e Fo?re t  s r  Suwq 
Netscape 75% Microsoft Q c t k r  25% 
@ Datnquet Sur iq  
Xetsczpe 85% Microsof.: Q o5kr 15% 
Avoid the temptation to load your at- 
tendees down with deasely witten hanC- 
outs. I have attended scme dasses wit!! 
iacdclrts so intimidating, participants nev- 
er looked a', &em agan seer leaving C!e
class without feeiisg ovem~hdmed.. 
:EvaluaEi.~2.$$ Resaurces 
In today's web emkonment, tkere is 
never a problem trying to find sites to in- 
dude in yeur cocrse. T3e dilemma is nar- 
rowing dolN3 t3.e sites to L m e  which are 
m s t  hep%i. Diane Kovacs in her book, 
fie Inte~net aiainer's Guide, suggests quite 
a few evaluatios criteria. My favorite crite- 
ria include asking if tke site is: 
rap to date? 
0 zccurate? 
easy -ti, search7 
a reiiable source? 
quick& ioading? 
B u&jl? 
interesting enough that attendees will 
wznt to access it again? 
If you need suggestions, 910 resources 
- . .  
1 xghly recommend are Nettran and the 
InFoPeopie web site. Nettrain is a wonder- 
211 discussion list fcr Internet trainers. in- 
FoPeople's web site has numerous %:ori- 
als, including bookmarks, for anyone in- 
terested in referring to csilrses 2lrght by 
InFoPeopie instructors. 
If you tea% %e same colrrse again, be 
cer"cin to che& resources again before eac3. 
cIass. '"Link rot" can be distracting for you 
and frustrating ,For yonr dass, so Se cec2in 
5le URLs have not changed. 
$,yj r@3 ~~?g:&-.&&; 
*3 
Have an evdubion form to disMbute at 
5ie ead of yoar dasses which solicZs 
meaninghi feedback h m  the class attend- 
ees. Indzde qwstions like: 
* Did the class me";y@u: expect&ons? 
Did &e instr~ctor appear knowledge- 
abie about C?;e s&jed? 
Did the instr-xto: explain concepts in 
t e rm which you understood? 
SLA has an excezknt evaluation f o x  
and wou3 >e wiilizg ta share ~t ~ % h  you
cpcn reqwst. 
8e prepared to ieam fronx :he dass at- 
tendees. O r x  of the reasons I love to teach 
4s ffiL?CL it proTi;des a great opport~niq to 
learn from otfxrs. 3y structuring chss exer- 
cises :o i x M e  d i sc~ss io~ ,  yoz wi d v ~ y s  
pick 2cp painters or learn of new resources 
from the azendees. 
This aEiLide is 3ased on a sezinzr p:o- 
vide6 at t3e Special Libraries Association 
Annzal Meeting in Indianaplis and SLA's 
Mid-yezr Meeting in Washington, CC. 8 
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Ful f i l l  ail you r  pat rons '  research needs w i t h  Winnebago  
Spect ruma CIRC/CAT 
= EasZ<, ia ta f i rg  wrb.i:tes in  yobr  database wsth 
Spectrum MARCon~ec t .  You'll add t o  you: collec- 
~ I O P  w ~ t h o u t  a d d ~ n g  t o  your  budget!  
Link patrons El;> L'WE addresses cataloged in your 
MARC records w i t h  WEBConnect. 
Share * c u d  t ibrary Y V < ~ D  tnc  x a r l o  wi th  
Spectrum's 239.50 communicat~ons technology. 
Prov ide r emo te  access t o  y o u r  l ib rary-wi th  t h e  Spect rum 
N e t c o n n e c t  sui te 
* Lei, gatroc.; search yortr ro2tcstrrrr: fva:a; rhs;:- 
h a m e  -31. ??lira using a web browser and Spectrum 
CataiogConr2ect. 
* Bufl-3 2 ><+>H?T pa32 for  your library w i thou t  learrj- 
Ing HTML. 
thmugh 
access 

For powerful access to scieatific/technicaI information 
Quality in the collection and delivery of information services 
Currency through daily updating of CAS@ databases 
Ease-of-use with sophistiealed search and retrieval tools 
Expert assistance provided by staff scientists around the world 
Chemical structures ( 1  8 million - all searchable) 
a Easy connections to full text documents 
Predictable pricing - and options based on user preferences 
For your scientific/technicztI information - You Can Count On Us! 
Call ST'N lnternationa! 
in USA 
800-753-4227 
In Europe 
(+49) 7247/808-555 
I ?  Japan 
(+81) 3-521 4-841 3 
by Charles J. Greenberg 
w e  you noticed that 
f le library wittiin the 
w2ls is deceptively 
quiet these days? As 
the World; Wide Web 
{MriVWj 5econes the 
library without wails 
on csers' desktops, in- 
formation itself has become Cle represen&- 
tion of services and resomces. AE increas- 
ing amount of library outreach to its parent 
community is done though amateur or pro- 
fessional praphic design skilh wiQ Hyper- 
text Markup Eangclage (HTML) . Informa- 
tion professionals have by necessity be- 
come graphic designers, creating and adapt- 
ing print and electronic documents, whether 
yon use a hired hand to do t5e actual XTML 
coding or possess the determation to Q it 
yourself. Your design 6ecisicns a ~ ~ d  hm j- 
work tvil! end up in electronic: 
Neivsletttrs and service awLoilncements 
Resource s i d e s  and biiili~graphies 
E&~attiocaT and use resources 
pldblic relations materials Q virTual 
"CLOurs" of facilities 
Administrative and business documects 
Databases axl ,cataIogs 
We know we are desi@&g many edec- 
tronic documents and mterfaces tk3t may 
n e ~ e r  be intended for printhg or paper dis- 
tribution. Yet our ovm previous training aand 
experiences 33th ~cxating and wing print 
may effect our perspective on the possibM- 
ties for interface design. 
kre information ~rofessionds con- 
strained by traditionai prizt pxad@~s? 
More than likely. infomation professiomk 
are Victimized by those paradigms: expen- 
sive dissemixation, easy vmMism, hfre- 
qneent revision, sequential presentation, etc. 
AIthough HThE and tiie VJWN offer soh- 
Lions tc most of these problems and the pos- 
sib%@ of a rich visnd design pidate, most 
infannation ~rofessionals have no formal 
trainkg in gra~hic r kterface design. Don't 
be s o  dsso~raged, lmwever. Most graphic 
desigers have rro formal k:r:ders-a:ding of 
humm ~erception.  memo^^ or r e d !  
%is d d e  a r t s  from the presise &?at 
knowledge of cogniclron, memory, znd graph- 
ic desigz principies can and should kqrove 
desig? outcomes for the co~tzputer hterface. 
Undersfadkg 5ie basis for visual puce?- 
tion and asition begins wi:% acknowiedg- 
ins the biologisai basis cf cur viscal senses. 
Visual scientisas gecerdiy agee  &at 
the brain performs rapid "'paraiId proccss- 
ing" of coio:, shape, a d .  motion. T'wo 
types of receptor cells d~roinate the v i s~a i  
structure of cur eyes: rods and cones. god. 
cells fznction in dim light and are sensitive 
oaly to mntrzst, not to color. Xher, yov. 
search for tke nght key in a dark h&, you 
are reiying on the perceprion provided by 
rod ceb.  Gone celIs are the sensory nech- 
asism for color. Most cone receptor cdis 
Charles I, Greznberg is head of Infcmarion Semites ar Colum3ia UnI:iersi& Health Sdmces are differentiated into tizree s ~ b - v p e s  by 
their sensitiviv to a particular section of memory. The difficulty of turning sensation model of ccgnition that can be applied in 
the color spectrua, either red, green, or into memory derives from the impema- interface design: 
blue. Besides color, cones are also sensi- nence that characterizes sensory memory, * Humans have a working (sh~rt-term) 
tive to and produce the sensations of This short-term memory is visual in nature memory of limited capacity of five ro 
shape and xodm.  and particularly prone to rapid degrading seven "chunks" of information, though 
Understxxhg [he biolo@d basis of the when not given a repetitive processing "chunki~g" strategies can extend the 
human visual system can guide the usage of 
interface aEibues, patcicuIarIy the use of 
color. Blue-sensitive cones are the least nu- 
merous of ti?e .color-sersitive cones. In the 
fovea, or center of the eye's retina, there is 
also the smallest distribution of blue-sensi- 
tive cones. In ~m.siderhg wbr  design, it 
would make sense to use blue as a back- 
ground or peripheral mlm and not use blue 
fcr detailed featines in the center of an inter- 
face. Using the color red to draw attention 
makes bidogiczl sense ;is well. Of course, 
most pe rms  have experienced the mcom- 
fortable sensation of vibrancy or after-images 
when &or opposites are pIaced next to one 
another, so care must be taken to create a 
comfortable experience with the color paiette. 
%-er hay  of fxle color consultant Roy G. 
BW This renowned figure is actuaily the 
key to remembering the spectral order of d- 
ors visible to the human eye: red, orange, 
yellow, green, Slue, indigo, and violet. If 
your design style calls for a rainbow, don't 
forget that spectral order appears natural. 
Positioning cdors from opposite ends of the 
spectrum together wiU tend to create the 
sensations of vibration and akr-images. 
C ~ ~ G ~ H P ' J D  V E  ~ B ~ E S ~ X Z ~ ~ S C  
Whether or not we believe that our cog- 
nitive processes are deliberate or automatic, 
there is lfttle doubt rhat the computational 
era has also brought a systematic modei to 
the forefront of theories of human cognitive 
processing. A typical example of systematic 
human information processing has been 
presented in JoIrm R. Anderson's work Cog- 
nitive Psychology and Its Implicmms (4th 
ed., W.H. Feeman, 1995). In Anderson's 
model, seascry stimuli based on visxal prc- 
cessing must go through a systematic pro- 
cess of attention and rehearsal if they are M 
have any chance or" conversion to long-term 
boost and eventual long-term storage. 
Anderson's ideritifies attention as a lim- 
ited resource that can be allocated only for a 
sxall number of simultaneous processes. 
Well-rehearsed processes require less and 
less amntion, and those well-rehearsed pro- 
cesses become ausmatic, freeing mental 
processing resources up for rehearsing new 
sensory memories. For imtance, a bicycle 
rider pays more attention to the horizon and 
immediate navigation decisions than moving 
the pedals. Thmking about abundant graph- 
ics and multimedia on most commercial 
VJVvTV\17 pages, it is no wonder that a searcher 
may forget their purpose when several si- 
multaneous animations beckon. 
Gary Marchionini. author of Informa- 
tion Seeking in Electronic Environments 
(Cambridge Series on Human-Computer 
Interaction, No. 9,1995) summarized the 
basic tenets of the information processing 
maximua limit. 
Humans must have their attention re- 
freshed frequently. 
Recalling information from long-term 
memory requires more cognitive effort 
than rec~gnizing information models. 
Distractions can interrupt the cognition 
and memory retention process. George 
Sperling of AT&T Beli Labs published cog- 
nitive research results in Actd Psjxhologc~, 
27:285, 1967, demonstrating the canse- 
quence of memory tasks followed by bright 
light visual exposure as compared to mem- 
ory tasks fcllowed by exposure to a dark 
background. His experiment demonstrated 
how bright post-task exposure could wash 
out identifications in short-term sensory 
memory. In comparison. dark subsequent 
exposure was not marked by the same de- 
gree of sensory memory deterioration. 
One of the most universal standards of 
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iow lighting r a d i g  sitwtions. 1x1 iriterface 
design, compter screens provide le@Eiiy in 
any background ii$thg seCt.ir,g, except in the 
unsettling presence of & r e  on the screen 
stlrfae. Because of Sperling's experhent. we 
mist consider that a? unintentionai or dell% 
era& bright white background may a&&y 
w o f ~  agaicsc the 2.biEty of users recall ti- 
s.lrai infomation from previous screens. 
In an mformation system desig,  a sen- 
sible applicatioc of Anderson's and Sper- 
ling's :esearch would focus on enhancing 
5le interface extend attention and cogni- 
tive processing for memorization, as weII as 
allow xsers a z k e  advantage of weil-re- 
hearsed, consistent navigation controls to 
maximize "Lhe oppomnity 3 attend and en- 
code new information. If brig& white in a 
visual field has fieen shown kj sigi8czntly 
degrade memory retenxion, cne des iq  deci- 
sion would be to use dzrker background 
colors and a high contrast light-colored 
cext. However, there nay be editorial deci- 
sions in favor of grint paradi_ms in bring- 
ing a new user g m p  from print cuIime to a 
computer interface, so Cre use of a white 
background may be ucavoida3ie. When de- 
sis cocsiderations indude large areas of 
Mght w?:i"Le, a se~sible cognitive naviga- 
tion device wo~ld  be to deiegate part of t%e 
screen to displaying the currect pages hie- 
archid relationship and iz+yprtext licks 'Lo 
any page in the prwiousiy v x w ~ d  se- 
quence. SuLr a navigation aid is generaily 
weicomed as a :el& from general disorien- 
'*ation tendecdes associated with World 
Wide Web hypertext caviga5on. 
PK~xB,~~J'w'v &.xn SEAPS 
Another aspect of attention and menory 
processing is Cie degree to which a visual 
design acccrds wit?: internallzed Gcsta2t 
principles. When presented with a complex 
pattern of visud elements, izumans tend to 
decompose the presentation into mits and 
feames and make assaxptions based on 
visibie relationship between or amoxg eele- 
merits. The four major pri~cipies incicde: 
Usas of a computer kterf.ace proba- 
bly fokw these & s a t  tendencies, r n j  Lq ef- 
fective screen desim. it is important to wder- 
stand the strengh of these p1311cipIes md the 
~~~:bs@ty or discomfort thzt ialiii 3cmr if a 
user senses a riationship thzt was not k- 
a c d d .  A m p l e  exmple using the prkcipk 
of proximity is t h t  in z &zrt of rows a d  mi- 
umris, the L15al viewpoint orientaeion for f ~ e  
data ir;, the chart z e  tkc items doser 
proxtnity. Yypidy the cse: sees paralld 
hss  of t?hgs, becase rows have eight spac- 
kg and closer prox'mitgr, Of course- these Ge- 
s d t  prkcipies are orJy tendencies. and de- 
sign elemen?@ SIX?? as coIor can crate a re&- 
tionskp of sim&rity, zp&% from placement. 
Research on asers experience v~ifk 
pror2mity and screen? layout is yieidirg ic- 
sight into om:emporwj Interface desiv. 
Gppsal: University's Else Sygec's thesis 
("From Paper to Cornper Screen: B m a n  
informat~on Processing and User I~terface 
%sign," '1995. Dissertatibn Abs~cpcts LY- 
ter;.zaa?"cd Accessicn no. MGG503596) 
estzblished that vertical alignmem and 
items in colwas pro6,uced more rapid 
scanning, sompzed to slower scaming of 
items in horizontai alignment. Xygren aisc 
demons:rated the cocsistem ineEciencgi 
create6 by grorrging withont sorthg. Ic 0th- 
er words. ch3ossg cazegories and even37 
distributhg a mixed set of items among 
them will arJy icsure a lecghy process of 
searchng 6s: a partmia: item upon eac3 
user visit. It is nc: suqrise thac the most ef- 
fective pnincipk is grouping paired vSth 
sortx:g. Dis@ayi~g items In a f i ed  position 
&om sareen to screen dso effctiiiely iimits 
searcir space and re&xes the cognlzve Ioad 
produced by mfam2iar scenarios. 
Wslral signs s ~ c h  zs ixns and syz3ok 
are popula. dements vhch ir,Zod:dce h t k  
meaxing a d  v33e tko~,@ an w43y recog- 
rked shape or npresen%tior. incocs are dis- 
tingzislled from sphk by tho' LIT resea- 
biance to their meaning, su& as a s m d  mag- 
the print publishing world has been the use Proximity: elements close together orgz- ni:ykg $ass tk,t o%rs the iDjliiy to enlarge 
of white or light colored paper with black or nized as units a vieqoint. %e best icocs roiroite kmedi- 
dark characters and symbois. 1L:any factors Similarity: objects tkat iiook dike get ate cog$iive reco_g&ion md processing. On 
account fo: &is stzndard, not only in the grouped together the other hand, qmboIs are visual s i p  
economics of pdn?ting btlt also in the co%bi- Good continuation: conticcous Zines val- a learned association cora~on Lo a g o q .  A 
natior, of black on white as Zgb contrast in zed over s h a ~  ?ams s p b a l  may therefore be torally arbitrary in 
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appearance and chosen for aesthetic or en- interface design is an assessment of &e goup" activities. and usability evaiuators 
tertainment appezl. Once a comaon under- user experience. Ac exFert review Elas the can be solicited from such goups. The de- 
standing is established. a symbol may take advantage of being requested on short no- sign. evafi~atior,, and inipZementation of b- 
up less space Mar? the equivalent in words. tice with rapid txnaround, at any pofnt at teractive cornputkg systems for human use 
For cognitive design, it is important to dem- either an early or late Cesign stage. 8f js k n o m  by the interdisciplinary term hu- 
onstrate consistency, dariry. simpiicity, and comse, experts may lack the expxtaticn of m8.n-computer i.rrrractioc (38). KG corn- 
familiarity. Compiexity wiE tax <?e Iimitd- 
tions and cap2city of short-term memory in 
viewers pondering your aesthetic&y dy- 
namic creation. As one famons spoFs shoe 
company recenQ discovered with unin- 
tended Arabic impliatiocs, inadequate at- 
tention to cross-cuifurai meanings k sym- 
bds  wiE saxtie interface desigxs or cause 
embarrassment to the pxent corporation. 
a novice user or misunderstand tke task 
domai  that the inte~face represen% Us- 
ability labs may test a sma2 group of users 
on a similar mk and can generate a report 
of recommendations. User surveys are fa- 
mizar. inexpensive, and can contain precise 
questions. Sdtware can enable the coilec- 
tion of usage patterns and frequency of er- 
rors. ConnercizC software her? desks can 
solicit opinions on usabiIitjr, and a rich. re- 
cent source of opinions is fonnd in electron- 
ic discussion groups. Conferences s r  grofes- 
sional mezti~gs provide a venue fur "user 
bhes cognitive psycholo,g, sociai and orga- 
nizationd psj~holcgy, ergommics, iinguis- 
tics, x5ficid i~teiligena, socid sciences, 
and egineering. The cormon denonriaator 
for these diverse HCI topics is 5?e focus on 
the humrn being and user of the computer 
kterface. Rather than dlow<r:g systems 
&inking tc domhzte the Ceveio~aect of 
the compater interface, HGI brings research 
focus 12 tke au:ud.ience =d consuxer, 
IK G a m ~ w m x  
These are my recommendations for 
briaging a cognitive perspective ',I; your 
%ture HTML efforts. Remember, yas may 
nct be the person doing tke actzal HTNL 
" .  
markup far 37onr institution, but the roi- 
Iowing perspective will 2eIp yoz with e d -  
torial responsibiiii,ies, arid your ase: com- 
munity will certainly respond to the de- 
sign improvements present in your -virtz- 
a1 library": 
8 Visual Biology favors certain color 
combinatkms and placement w W n  an 
interface. 
Cog&ive overedcad accompanies con- 
Kee? it simple %<!en possible. 
Se-%cry memory is short-tern: 
V,k!l-designed, consistently placed 
iconic navigatioe aides heip to orient 
noirice :.Lsers 
Cwig~kg ~ 3 7  avxensss of Gesfdt 
priciples of percepmd organizatior: vd3 
prevent hadieF3nt distrac~on for users. 
Effective dispiays focus on the geriph- 
era1 visual s j ~ ~ t e ~  
Crouping is not ia itself an effective de- 
sign principle 
Mental perception is not essentialiy 
based on what is exgerienced, but on 
cornpaison with previous learning. 
0 A thcrough factoring of HCI pricciples, 
coxpiemented by formatbc evaitlation, 
will yield a superior initial desigr,. E 
As our ""iformatior, economy" has 
grown in recent years, some feel we have 
been caught in an information policy vacu- 
um and we need to ffii'; the void with new 
regulations and policies. For some issues 
triggered by emergjng technoiogies that im- 
pression may hold twe, but many of the 
kndamenal poky questions raised by an 
informatiol: economy are not new. In 1644, 
in tiie eariy years of the printing press, John 
Milton wrote Areopagltia, an elegant state- 
ment extolling freedom of expression, in re- 
sponse to an order of Engiand's Parliament 
that nzde it megal to print books o: pam- 
phlets unless ,ganted a license by the 
 crow^ or its zgents* He wrote: 
"Il-uA aaX Understanding are not 
such warcs as to be monopolized and 
traded in by &C&s and stahtes and 
stan~~arak We must not think to 
make a staple commodip cf all the 
knowIe&e in the land, to mark and proposed law is occasionaly mentioned in the 
license it like broadcloth and our press when someone discusses "shrink-wrap 
woolpacks. " licenses'." Article 2 B  represents a movement 
- John Milton, Areopagia'ca, 1644 toward licmi?g of information in its many 
forms and away from the sale of copies of 
In other words, information is not a works as &aditionally understood under 
toaster. Three hundred and fifty-four years copyright law. The iegal distinctions invoived 
after Milton's statement, our society contin- with this shift are subtle on the surface, but 
ues to struggle to baiance our treatment of 
information as ~erchandise with informa- 
tion as a community resource used to ex- 
press, criticize, communicate, and learn. 
Today, this struggle is perhaps best em- 
bodied in Article 218 of the Uniform Commer- 
cial Code, a state law currentl-y under develop- 
ment that seeks to define the legal ground 
rules for transactions ir! irormation. This 
have signifkmt consequences for the way we 
access, use, x:d exchange information. 
Article ZB, unlike most uniform law 
projects, has faced controversy from the 
start. Although uniform laws are intended 
to be "accurate not original," some feel that 
Article 2 B  is teetering dangerously in the 
direction of crea3ng a new iegal regime 
rather than merely codifyng an existing 
one. The cdrrent draft of Article 2B was 
scrutinized over the summer and the prima- 
L a ~ r d j m n Q p ~ d  & an attorney and a member @the State Bar ofcalfornia. AJergradu- ry concerns raised, in addition to the over- 
a k h g j ~ m  Boalt Hal2 School @Law, she completed a six-monthfellowship at UC Berkeley. arching question of whether widespread li- 
She is n~mnt& working with §LA and the Association @Research Librunes on infoma- censing of information is sound policy at 
hbn p d i q  issues. ail, involve the proper scope of the article, 
its intersection with federal poIicies, and the 
open arms it extends toward "shrink-wrap" 
and "click-wrap" 
Before providing a more detaiied descrip- 
tion of Article 23, let me offer a bkd's eye 
view of the movement toward iicensing of 
information and where Article 28 fits LI file 
process. mrrent cha?ter in the icforma- 
Today, the push toward the iicensing of 
information 4s a multi-prong effoz. On one 
front, !nformaMon pzblishe:~ are trying te 
get users accusomed to licenses. Consux- 
ers are seeing iicense agreements on every- 
thing "digitd" f r m  software pachghg to 
online magazices (even <~ough tk:e print 
version never izwoived a iicense agreement) 
to web sites. Librarians are sp:nning wit3 
the increasingly complex issms invoived 
with cegotiating muZ-user access to oniine 
tion licensing story 9egan in the exly 1988s 
when copyrightability of soahare was h 
question. Soha re  coxpx:ies looked to ion- 
tract law for hejp and forged a new, and stZ 
controversizl, leg6 devke affecti0r:ately 
known as Gle "shrink-wrap" license2, in'* the 
time and stiH to this day$ cocsnmers and 
Iawyers alike have not known quite vhat to 
m&e of this new fom of contract and 
whether or not the terms embedded in these 
licenses should be enforceable. 
Today, as a resak of digital convergence, 
&ie prcponents of s;hrkk-wiuap iice~ses h- 
dxde more Ban just software companies and 
the message Is that iicenskg of information 
is 2 necessary reaction tc the advxices iE dig- 
itd techoIogy m d  is a naar& my tc thL& 
about the distribution of iEformation5. 
This is not a subtle change in at"Li&de. 
The Iicensing model contrasts sharply with 
the world of books so familiar to us, in 
which a book is sold and so long as the 
user does not infringe the coyyrig~t (by 
making copies) tke user Ls free to read the 
bock, donate it tc a E b r a r ~  write a book re- 
view of it, or use it as a doorstop. The coc- 
straints appiicabie to a book ase those ex- 
plicitly included in the copyright laws and 
are bajailced by "fair use" and other doc- 
trines that promote Cle flow of information 
and prevent oveneaching by the coppigkt 
holders. The iicensing paradigm, in con- 
trast, involves an underiying assumption 
that any disclosure or transfer of informa- 
tion is a license and therefore stwings may 
attach prohibiting such tZngs as publishing 
criticism, use for distance education, or 
lending to anyone, anywhere, anytime4. 
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datzbases, establishing centrziized m e  of 
CD-ROMs, and resisting the stili occaskxal 
but stasiing axivai of pricted materials 
wrapped W ~ T  Ecense ageerzaents, 
A second froct invoives a frenzy of Rd- 
era: ::@lation w.E,ich, if adopted, ~8s 
broad$ extecd the scope 3f inte3ectxd 
property rights and therefore boister thz 
Sargaining position of infomation provid- 
ers as 'li?ey draft license agreements5. 
Be a third froct is Article 23% This, as 
yet malIeabie, iaw is poised 'La shape the ie- 
gal landscape for transactions in k fc r r a -  
eon ~ r o d ~ c t s  incizding copyrighted wof~s ,  
databases, and computer sohiare, It is 
t5erefore likely to directly impact the opera- 
tiocs of all iibraries and, for thzt matter, a3 
information trsers and conscmers. 
:n tile United States, 'ii'niform State Laws 
are drafted by cornzittees of attorneys; re- 
viewed by N o  organizations, the Amaican 
Law Institxte (AU) and the Kational Con- 
ference of Commissioners on Uniform State 
Laws (NCCUSL) ; acd then, if approved, se% 
around to the fi:%y states for adoption in 
whole or in part. men a m d e i  law is 
adopted, it helps to facilitate interstate con- 
merce beause market partici?an',s can be 
confident that they are operating lrnder a 
singar body of law from one stzte tc: 5ie 
next. Currently, areas of Iaw encompssed 
in the Uniform Comme:cial Code inciude 
contracts for goods, leases, bankisg agee- 
ments, and secured lending transactions. 
The UCC &&ck 2, governing the "saies 
of goods," has been one of the aos t  suc- 
cesskl mode1 law ef!orts, hzs been adopted 
ahos t  miversdy iiz the C.S., and has 
sha~ed  isternationd plicles as wen. As 
new transaco,ion models have been ad- 
dressed by NCCUSL and ALI, it is no wan- 
der <?at they have branched off of the suc- 
cessk1 2amework cf &tick 2. So we've 
see2 Article 2A applied to leases and cow 
A+: -: 
: L I L : ~  28 applied to iisenses. 
Al';;?czgh ma2y agree thaz %e idea of 
codifying the law of licecses is a good one, 
there has beer an amazing amount of con- 
troversy invoIved in the effort, The drzft- 
Ir:g pxcess for Article ZB has been mder- 
way in one form or anc<~kiler for more t5an 
bve years. 
The intention of the drafters of Artide 
23 is to provide standard default rules for 
:ransactions in information. As wit?? ail 
uniform skte  iw7s, the aspiration of the 
drafters is to be accurate not erigical. This 
m a n s  that the goal is 'a codify existihg 
czse iatv rather than create new law or 
choose rules that are not widely accepted 
already7. The current case l m  varies, how- 
ever, across states and federal circGts so 
&is process is not trivia!. Some have 
raised concerns that the qc.ansm of or@ 
naiity involved so far in Article 25  kas 
beee hi@ and therefore wide acceptance 
m y  be in jeopardy, 
IE the past year, the draft of Artide ZB, a 
280 page doctrxent, has been npdzted ap- 
px ixa te ly  every ei@t weeks. The jciy 
2998 draft of A e d e  2B addresses, amor;g 
otller things: 
coctract formation (includes offer a ~ d  
accepance requirements for electronic 
agr:t:.ts and mass-market iicenses- 
a k a .  "shrink-w~ap" licenses;; 
const~~ction and interpretatioe ef li- 
cense terms (uccanscionability, as- 
signability) ; 
vnrranties (indudes i~.pIizd wasraty of 
merchantability of a ampzter program, 
procehres for disdaixing wmarities); 
Q contract perforxancer and 
a remedies8. 
AT;ide 28 is in many ways a moving 
target and ente5ng the debate over specific 
provisions involves a steep Eeasming curve 
but more errtrants are i m p - & %  to Cqe 9rc- 
cess. It is cx.ciG that the Kcrag c o m ~ ~ n i t y  
be i ~ d v e d  ic the Artide 25  con~~ersatttion, 
The statute when/if adopted will provide 
dg'iault m k s  wkici? a n  5e overcome by lm- 
s a g e  in the ccsnzract itself. Familiarity with 
Article 2B may enable librarians to over- 
come the xost problematic defaults during 
license negotiations. Brrt be forewarned, in 
addition to specific coccercs with the cur- 
rent draft, there is a more general concern 
that Arkle 2E will transfer considerable 
bargaining power toward the publisher's 
side of the ~ b l e .  
Over the sormer, both ALI and MCCUSL 
held their annaal meetizgs and both mem- 
bership raised eyebrows concerning ele- 
ments of the k2kle 2B Draft Much to the 
consternation of many members of the 
drafting cornmizee, the concerns raised 
about Artide i B  over the summer have 
been su5stantia.L There zre three primary 
concerns hovering over Article 2B after the 
summer meesr~gs: ( I  j appropriate scope, 
(2) inte:raction with federal law and other 
public poiicies. and (3) manifesting assent 
and post-purchase exposure to license 
terms. Libraries have a stake in the resolu- 
tion of each cf C~ese issues. 
Scope 
Artidie 23  b e g a ~  as an effort to stan- 
dardize software licenses but its scope has 
expanded (and contracted) at various times 
to include motion picture, broadcast, pub- 
lishing, banking, and other inzustries. The 
concern that the scope of &tide ZB is over- 
ly broad. has been raised repeatedlyg. At 
first glance, C x  present scope seems to in- 
cludes a2 transactions in informatior, or in- 
formationai righs, but a doser look shows 
exemptions for isolated industry groups 
and subject ma:terlo. It seems that certain 
groups that hwe screamed loudly enough 
along the way have been excluded. The 
most receat grorxps to scream for exclusion 
indude the Naxianal Writers Union and the 
Motion F m r e  Associatition of America, 
large stakehciders. 
Many parties who wiE be dramatically 
affected h37e ody begun to put Article 25 
on their radar screens and to ask the tough 
questions. For example, Geoffrey Hazard, 
Chair of the Aaerican Law Institute (&I) 
queried whether a library card constituted 
ari "access conxact" under ZB and whether 
the library community had voiced an opin- 
ion either wayu. 
Article 2B's terminology has also caused 
concern because it has been at odds with 
the evolved lexicon of copyright law in rela- 
tior, to, for example, "copy," "work," and 
"information in a work." Until the March 
1998 version of ~hhe draft, intellectual prop- 
erty rights were not wen treated as distinct 
from t!e underlying infor~ation in a work. 
The terminology issue was raised at more 
than one point in the discussion at the NC- 
CUSL conference arid the Reporter for Arti- 
cle ZB, Raymond Nimmer, ageed to pay ad- 
ditional attention to the concerns. 
For libraries, a pressing concern is the 
entanglement of printed materials in the 
scope of Article 2B. 'The explanatory notes 
to the April 1998 Draft state that ZB does 
not apply to the sale of books, but only to 
licenses of information products. But when 
pressed at the NCCUSL meeting, Raymond 
Article 2B meets overridng federal laws 
and other public policies. As Article 2B ex- 
pands the reach of contract law, it strength- 
ens the arguments for limits to the general- 
ly haflowed %eedom of contract." 
Xnteractfsn with 
Federa! Law and P o k y  
In an important deveicpment zt the NC- 
CUSL meeting in July, a motion was offered 
by Commissioner Harvey Perlman from Ne- 
braska, and adopted by a "sense of the 
house" vote that would, 4n part, address the 
federal policy concerns. The Perlman mo- 
tion permits a court to refuse to enforce or 
modify a license term that is contrary to 
public policies relating to innovation, com- 
petition, and freedom of expression. 
The passage of the PerImac motioc was 
hailed by the Digital Future Coalition an6 
many other consmer and industry repre- 
sentatives. Adam Eisgrail, legislative coun- 
Nimmer admitted that a publisher could 
choose to distribute books on the mass- 
market using "licenses" rather than "sales" 
and the transactions would then be gov- 
erned under Article 2BLZ. Have you beguc 
to receive bocks wrapped in plastic with li- 
cense terms? (At least one iibrarian I spoke 
to lately has-she was shocked and imme- 
diately returned the book to the vendor.) 
Are you beginning to sense the potential 
impact of Article 23  on libraries? With Arti- 
cle 2B, a publisher may offer a book on the 
mass-market with a license that prohibits 
loaning through interlibrary loan: (or for 
that maaer, that prohibits purchase by li- 
braries). In this way, publishers may 
choose to use licenses to cast aside copy- 
right limits and exceptions such as the first- 
sde  doctrine15. Will they get away with 
this? That depends on where the scope of 
sel of E?e Aqerican L h a y  Association, 
said, "In adopting the Perlman motion, NC- 
CUSL has gone a long way to addressing 
our greatest concerns wZrl Article 2B. As 
amended by the motion, the proposed new 
commercial code would, for example, allou7 
a court to void a shrink-wrap or click-on li- 
cense term which sought to prevent a !i- 
bray  from making an archival copy of a 
work or a bozrower from making a fair use 
photocopy of a page." While no specific Ian- 
guage has yet been adopted to implement 
the Perlman motion, the motion itself was a 
dear signal to the drafters that unless 
something liie it is in the final version of 
2B, ratification would be In jeopardy. 
The per ha^ motion was an amalgam re- 
sponse arisicg out of concerns raised at a 
three-day conference at the University of Cali- 
fornia at Bericeley in AprP4.The relatioriship 
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of &tide ZB to federal iaw was t3e focm of 
the conference. Perlman's motion respond- 
ed, in part, to Professor Charles PhcManis' 
repeated cali for some staktory language to 
limit the ability of licensors to use shrink- 
wrap licenses to overrun federal iaw. In ad- 
dition, the Perlman motion incorporates eIe- 
ments of Professor Jerry Reichman's con- 
cept of "unconscionabiiity as against public 
policy" and allows for judicial "blue pencii- 
ing" of license terms to the extent Clat they 
umeasonably inhibit the use of information 
for innovative purposes like reverse engi- 
neering as suggested by Professor Rochelle 
Cooper Dreyfuss. 
As discussed at the Berkeley cocfer- 
ence, various federal and state intdlec&al 
property policies may intersect wifn 2B in- 
cluding trade secrecy iaw, patent iaw, 
tradenark Iaw, and anti-trust law. At the 
center of the debate about whether and to 
Wha% Does  I% M e a n  Fa 
Agree? Manifesting Assen P 
At the f i r  meeting in jn$, a a c 5 x  by 
attorneys Jean Bra~cher and. Peter Linzeri7. 
passed the &I membership &ing on the 
AKicie 2E drafting committee to improve 
Art& 23's treatnnt  of "assentn and 
mass-xarket licenses. Yhen has a ionsum- 
er realiy agreed to a iicense? M%en should a 
user see t k  terms of a license-before pay- 
ing the money or aker installing vieiing 
the product on a compater? 
The issw of adeq~ate iegal assent in 
mass-marke";:ansacticns also came ';p at 
the NCGSI meeting. In what v7as de- 
scribed as a major "concession" by the con- 
tent industy, Artide 2B &ows Gist u - - dse: 
who p~rchases a s o h a r e  prodUa, takes it 
home, reads Cle license agreement an6 de- 
ddes not to agree to the terms, has the 
right to retxrn 51e product for a fdI refund 
'?ITH ARTICLE 25, A PUBLISHER MAY OFFER A BOOK ON THE MASS- 
MARKET WITH A LICENSE THAT PROHIBITS LOANING THROUGh INTERLIBRARY 
LOAN, (OR FOR THAT MATTER, THAT PROHIBITS PURCHASE BY LIBRARIES). 
what extent inteliectual property iav~s pre- 
empt Iicenses is the nature of inteilec'lal 
property rights. As stated by Professor 
Pamela Samuelson, "Given the ubiquity of 
shrink-wrap iicenses in the mass-zarket 
for software and given the intent of Iicen- 
sors to Sind the e n ~ r e  market, tile com- 
mercial effect of enforcing these licenses 
would make them resemble property rights 
(that is, rigj~ts good against <he world) 
more than contract rights (good ody  
against the two parties to the contra~t)'~. '  
Should coarts consider some licenses as 
"rights against the world'' and therefore in 
conflict with federal intellecaal property 
policies? This is a tough question and 
courts have stmggled with it on a case-by- 
case basisx6. Article 20 has been drafted 
with the stated intent of '"taying nerrtral" 
with regard to the issue of federal preemp- 
tion. L t  is not clear whether t3e passage of 
the Perimar, motion will appease those who 
are critical of AEick 23's app:cach to pre- 
caption. Gerbinly implementation of the 
Ferlmar, motion should offer additional ma- 
neuvering room for courts to address the 
broader policy concerns. 
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plus costs of shipphg. From the discussion 
or: the floor of the WCCWX meeeng it is 
clear that K~any people find this remedy un- 
satisfymg. 
Some Commlssiocers questioned '/&ether 
this "r@; to retxn" ni&t opera: a e  as a 
disincentive for licensors XI offer t e rm GP 
front-especiaEy if iicer,sors can disdaim 
warranties in these post-purckme 
disclosures. The argament goes iike 6 is :  if 
a11 information prcducts wig come with 
licenses, and the license strictly scntrols 
what wes  car, be made of 'lie prodxt. 
then, in effect, the "license becomes the 
prodr;ctW and: consumers shcuid be aliswed 
to comparison shop on terms as weE as 
price. But, as several Commissioners 
pointed out at the NCCL'SL meeting, to d s  
that consumers need. to see Cie terms ea6y 
in their decision process. Disturbingly, 
Article 2B does not currently require pra- 
exchange 6disc';osure of terms eTJen fcr 
works distributed online {for which such a. 
process would not seem burdensome) ar 
for terms which are required to be 
"coaspic~ous" under s%te iaw. 
Libraries are more ikeiy to negotiate a? 
f r o ~ t  than ccnsktmers, but tilere is still the 
risk that age: t3e library ~egotiates a "site- 
license" fcr a dighl  work, the prrbiisher 
could s'ci peg up a new, more rest53ive it 
cense in front of patrons at each sittkg. if 
the patroc ckks  "accept" to the new terms, 
do those lerms override the agreement 
made by tae ii'drary? Does Lfie licensor al- 
ways have the "last wcrd"? These are just 
some of tke qxstions that remain to be an- 
swered about Article 23. 
As late as April, MCPEX, had panned to 
submit 2B to ?s members5ip for a final vote 
this past summer. NCCL'SZ stepped back 
from &at poskicn: b ~ t  sfd read %rsugI-: and 
debated sections of ZB at the Jdy  mee'ckg. 
With overwileh2ng s'~apport of the Perlmm 
mtion and 5ie disxay it triggered among 
members of the drafting mmm&ee, there is 
reason tc wonder if Lcere TI& be a sh&e 
up k the prccess. The recendy completed 
qda te  to Autide 9 (secured transacions) in- 
volved zrbitration of some contentious is- 
snes. No s x h  process has 53 far been scg- 
gested for ikr5de 2E. 
LJnderstandably? :tile Dr&ing Conmittee 
members want to nake the least ckanges 
possible to bring Article 23 tc a final form, 
but there is sti2 time to submit ccmients, 
concerns, and specific prsposals. The next 
drafting committee meetkg is slzled for No- 
vember 1998. NCCUSL wiil not submit Ar5- 
cle 23 50 a final state-by-sate member vote 
urdl its 1939 Annrzd Meeting zl the earl!- 
est. ALI has annomced plans to revlew tile 
p g e s s  or?. hnZi";id 2E zt its Novem5er 
Councii meeting and may at tkat time rec- 
cmmend tile Article for a Brd  vote at its 
May 1939 Annlral Meeti~g. 
Tbere is an increasing mareeess of 
Article 20 and some discussion fomrns 
are gopping up where interested parties 
can get engaged. Carol Ranze's "2E 
Guide" site is the most ccmprehensive 
site with in?cmation about Article 2Bi8. It 
inclzdes H T d t  versions of most cox- 
ments s'Labmirted to ALI, NCCUS'; and the 
Drafting CommiXee as we2 as links to on- 
lice news zr"Licles on tite topic. Ed Foster 
of InfoVdorld has been hosting a disccs- 
sion page on Article 2F9 .  
More voices from the libim~ and 
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educational communities need to be heard. 
One way to do so is to s~bmi t  comments to 
the NCCUSL Commissioner from your home 
s&te. Letters can aka be s ~ b ~ _ i t t e d  directly 
to the leadership of NCCUSL, the Article 23  
Drafting Committee, and AXzo. 
Try to Ema 
If, as a society, we choose to shape a 
world where information is primarily treat- 
ed as a staple commodity a d  strings are 
assumed to be attached, how fzndamentai 
a change would that be? in A@, Profas- 
sor Peter Lymar: of the University of Cali- 
fornia at Berkeley, painted a grim picme 
of a university environment in which ali 
information products are licensed, He 
shuddered as he described the revelation 
that nothing in Article 23  prohibits the ap- 
plication of the proposed license regime to 
printed books and periodicals. With that in 
mind, the crystal ball view became one in 
which archiving was too costly to contin- 
ue; all information was available only on a 
pay-per-view basis and only to ilniversity 
stzdents and professors; students were 
unable to re-sell text books; something 
akin to "fair use rights" were avziia5le 
oaiy for the least valirable resources 
Clanks to a loss of bargaining power; and 
university libraries would no longer be the 
catalyst fcr community-wide entrepreneur- 
ial research efforts. Education had suf- 
fered. Innovation had suffered. The ecoco- 
my had suffered. 
This picture frames C!e challenge ahead 
ir, the Article 2B arena. Passage of the Per- 
!man motion at the NCCUSL meeting in July 
provides an opening in the shell of Article 
2B that may enable courts to woid ths 
grimmest results envisioned by Professor 
Lyman. But pressure by key members of 
the content community to nmow the Per- 
lman approaLh is formidable. 
For what it's w o ~ h ,  I remain kopek1 
that we can effectively balance the impac 
of new technologies, changes in Me legal 
envircnment, and ongoing cral?ard priori- 
ties to create a progressive and. stimlating 
information society. To do this, however. we 
must refrain from over-extending the ii- 
censing or commodification of information, 
ever reminding ourselves of the =any and 
varied roles that information plays in our 
d & r e  and our daily lives. 8 
For a recent exmple see Charles C. Mann. " ~ ~ o  Will Own You? 3ext Good Idea? The 3attle me: 
the Fdkm of IntellecP~al RopeQ," f ie  Atkmtic ~Xont/& September 1998 57 at 79-82, h q : l /  
w,vw.theatIantic.com. 
See generally, Nark Lemley, 'TnteUect~ai P o p e q  and Shrink Vdrap Licenses," 58 S. Cal.  lay^ Rev. 
1239 (1995). 
cf. Sratemects by Law Frofessor Trotter Budy in Carl S. : G p h ,  "Don't Rnsh ?o Update Copyri@ 
Laws, Professor says," CybuIaw j ~ ~ ~ m a l ,  New York 3mes on the b7e5, f iug~s t  7, 1998. 
See James Geick, "It's Your Problem, (NotTk<ss) ," reprint from New Fork Rmes M q m n e ,  Nay 
10, 1998, http:/lv~v~~.around.com/agree.hhn!. 
One bill, the Dlgiai Millennium Ccpyrigjfit Act, 3.3. 2281, 105th Congress, sets ;he stage for cow- 
right holders to add a new right to their 5undle of rights already pro16ded by ,vopg:ght law- 
nameiy tffe aM2y .;y'Lc ontrol access to their "technologicaUy protected" worb evee aker t k  worlcs 
have been disMbuted. Ta-pering wiC? ':e~I-~mlogicai protebior: systems WE trigger both civii and 
criA~nai penalties. A second 5iU, ti?e Collections of Information &&Pirag Act, 1i.R. 2652/S. 
2291, 105th Congress, vdiiih has already passed tke Fouse but is as of this Canciiqg with. 
coneoversy in the Senate, v d  create an abgether new right ir, daabases. With this I?C copying 
fact~al informatior, to create new products m y  higger liakiiity. The iizveshzeize made in collecting 
and main%ining infonation r a c k  Cqan t k  originaiiv ~voived in tke eqressiun of information 
wodd give rise to a propertylike interest. 
The Official Draft cf Artide 23 can be foucd at ~i?~:ilvm'~~.~aw.'~1penn.edu/b'~tnl~~~1c.ht~. ?or 
some obsenagons about the impact on &rz:ies, see Robert 3.0aliIeq: KCArticle 2B: Some ?re- 
h i n a y  Comments on a New IssueJFor the Librag Communig Cdober 15, 1997 available online 
a? <h~:II~~~~.a:i.or~icfo!fmlccpyP~xspeech.htm3.>. 
Today v~hen judges decide disputes kvolving iicensing txmctions ( s n 3  as pr:bLishkg con~acts, 
daabase access contracts, and contracts for motion pimre rights) they Sase their decisions upon 
zppkabie case law precedents. If Article 23 is adopted by the sta:es, then jndges would iook to 
the s k a t e  for i&td direction on how to decide si&ir disputes. 
AC referemes to the tex oof ,Wic;e 2B ic this article z e  to the Jaly 1998 Eraf! 
See, e.g. Geoffrey Z. Hazard It, Lebe: to Gene N. Lebrun, President of WCC';rSL, and Charles Aim 
Wright, ?resident, The Arcericw Law Icsd%,?e, March 26, 1998. AvaWie odine a: <hEp:!/ 
vww.2bgv.ide.,vcm/dccs/ghmar98.ht&. 
See 2B-104. Transactions excluded include patent and ezdemark licenses, rransactioas invohkg 
cean Aczndd instxments, and regdady schedded. audio and video progamming. 
An "access contract" is deked in 2B-102:a) ( I j  to izvolve access tc eiectroronic resources, but atif a 
E5rag card is used to embble access 'Lo electronic resources in a iibrary, it may qudiii. 
As Professc: Chases McManis pcizted czi ir, Berkeley, mcs: prin'Led books already csnai? oner- 
ons iangiage prohiloitkg copying of anjr pozion for any purpose, kit such statemeats hwe not 
been found to trump "fair use." WeE, i': is d m  to tzke another look because "tajll :k t  is missing 
from 5ooks is the sczp-and a Iaw saying t h t  a snap creates Y: enforceable contract." Charles 
McManis, The piivahiaiion (ur "Skrikk-wrappi~!g'~ aSAmetfcan Co~yzght Law (DRIF?, Px-  
ceedings af the /gn11998 3ckeIq  ConJerence on AArtle 2B, in@ note 13. Wit:? a snap an6 A%- 
de 28, what in :he past hss been a sale of a book couX magically become a iicense! 
Ti?e First Sale dobrine, codifted in 3 109 of ffie Copyright Act, allova libraries or o tk r  owners of a 
copy of z copyri$qteC work to eansfer ownership o: possession of the copy. This enzbies libmy 
lending practices as weii as donations of materials To iibraries. 
See IMe!?ect.%a/ Propeily and Lbnhact LP?J in the InfoTmahb~ Age: The Impact gfilrticia 2B ofthe 
Un@m Cornmercia! Code on the Future q,fPa~wacOb~s Informarion ~ n d  E?ectronic Commerce, 
April 23-25, 1998, Berkeley Center for taw Q Technology, ~h~:/ls~s.be:ke~eyYed~!3CLTie~ects~ 
n c a b .  
Statement by ?rofesscr Pamela Sameison, Boak Hall Schoo; of Law, july 1998. 
Compare Va~i'l Corp. v. @aid Software Lid.., 847 F. 2d 255 (5th Cir. 1988) m d  ProCD v. Zeiden- 
berg, 86 F. 36 1447 (7t3 Cir. 1997). 
The motion sated: "The cxrent draft of proposed UCC Article 23 has not reached G. zcceptabk 
balance in its provisions ccccerning assen', to stmdard form records and shodd be retwxd to the 
Drafting Committee for f~ndamentd revisioc of the severaz related sections governing assent." 
<h~p:!Imv,-c~~.di.org/a~ilBraucher.~t,?~> 
See http:ll~.2bguide.conrJ 
See h ~ p : / l f o r a m s . i n f ~ ~ o ~ l d . c o m i " : I . 1 r e a ~ 6 O 3 3  
Send ieEers -lo NCCJSL at 211 E. Ontario Street, Wte  13%; Chicago, Einos 60611; to the AZZe 
2B Drafting Cormittee care of, Reporter, Ray Nimer, taw Cente., Universily of Houston, 4830 
C&ouc, Houslon, TX 77004; andhr to ilce Aaxkan Law Institute at 4025 ChestnG Street Phila- 
delphia, PA 19i04-30%. 
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book publishing tick - Take a good look around - for FREE 
and it's open for business A huge part of LMP Online iui!l always be browsable free of 
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services, suppliers, and resources 
The Internet has created an environ- 
rnent where rezi-time and. current news is 
available to everyone and provides a com- 
petitive advmtage in the business world. 
The onset of pcsh technology allows end 
users to receive targeted current news-on 
companies, p d a c t s ,  technolcgy, people, 
etc.-via e-mail througk their worksta- 
tions, personal digital assistants, handheld 
coapctess, or pagers. 
At Sun Wicrosystems, employees receive 
current riews through internal and external 
web-based push sewices that are either free 
or fee-based. SunLibrary research staff has 
been advising kdividuds of various types 
of push services availa3le for some time. 
Sun employees are information savvy and 
prefer to receive au-rent news in a variety 
~f foraats 2cm many different sources. 
Given Sun's corporate environment, 
SunLibrary research staff decided tc create 
a web-based service that would be a central 
space fcr informtion about push-based 
cunent news-internal, free, and fee-based. 
This service, iocated on the SunLibrary 
Intranet, wozid include information on key 
push news sources deemed of value to Sun 
after a research, review, and evaluation 
process. The site would continually be eval- 
uated and enhanced based on a n ' s  evolv- 
ing business needs. 
After a ~8-and-a-half month research, 
evahation, ad design period, SunLibrary 
introduced this web-based service, called 
NewsBursts: to Sun empioyees. 
lock and feel, content, and naming of the 
product were scme of her responsibilities. 
Robyn E. Stanley, a graduate student in 
San Jose State University's School of Library 
and Information Science program, worked 
on the project for her internship practicum. 
Stanley identified a d  evaluated news sourc- 
es, designed azzd implemented the News- 
Bursts' infrastmcCdre, in order to create the 
prototype web site. As her final practicum 
requirement, she deaonstrated the product's 
features to the SucLibrary staff, providing 
one-on-one training as requested. 
Reifea~h Process 
The initial step was to identify news 
sites using push technology. Research was 
conducted using the web, commercial data- 
bases such as Dialog and IAC-Insite, and by 
surveying with friends and colleagues, both 
internal and externai ta Sun Microsystems. 
Once a group of sewices were identified, 
the evaluation and review process began. 
The evaluation criteria consisted of five 
components. First, the focus of the informa- 
tion on the service was evaluated to deter- 
mine if the content matched Sun's business 
needs. If it did, the next step was to review 
and evaluate the credibility and. reliability 
of the source, currency of content, and 
overall design of the web site. Finally, com- 
patibility of the service with Sun's technolo- 
gy infrastructure was investigated. 
Subscrip~ions were initiated to each ser- 
vice during the evaluation period in order to 
determhe whether the services had a reli- 
able delivery schedule and if the news was 
useful, authoritative, and easily accessible. 
When zvailable. both text and HTML deliv- 
ery formats were evaluated, Sites using 
Staffing 
Christy Conftti Higgins, a SunLibrary 
information specialist, managed the project. 
Scope af work, staff assignments, web site 
downloadable software such as NewsBot 
and Pointcast were reviewed but not in- 
cluded in NewsBursts. 
ursts Categotics 
In all, sixty sites were selected from both 
internal and external resources for the 
NewsBursts web site. Sites are broken 
down into five categories, described below: 
Custom News Pages, Daily News Updates, 
Fee-Based P ~ s h  Services, Market Research 
Alerts, and News Alerts. 
The NewsBursts' home page describes 
each category and provides a link to the 
category. Each category web page lists all 
services with description and subscription 
information. W web pages include a link to 
SunLibrary researchers for further informa- 
tion, assistance, and feedback. 
Cuslsm News Pagee 
NewsBursts' Custom News Pages covers 
services that allow users to create personal 
news web pages. This category currently in- 
cludes links to six customizable services 
and wili likely expand as more information 
providers offer this service. CKN and 
NewsEdge's NewsPage are two examples. 
CNN is a good site for general news that 
is updated continually in a variety of areas 
such as technology and world news. CNN 
highlights im2ortant stories on the user's 
personal home page and provides the op- 
tion to receive daily and weekly updates 
(which are not customizable). 
NewsPage entitles users to create cus- 
tomized home pages as well as track com- 
panies by selecting specific categories. Once 
users have customized their home page, 
they receive a daiiy e-mail summary based 
on their categories, Although this is a free 
service, users only have access to forty per- 
by Robyn E. SCm@ and Chn'sp Confetti Hi@hs. Stanlq B agaduate student at San cent of NewsPzge's full-text articles. 
Jose Stnte Universiljl's Shoo2 @Library and In@rmation Science. She may be reached at 
robyns@iooked.net, HzMm k iflomation specialkt at Sun Micro.ystems. She may be Daily U pda f e~ 
reached ct cch.risfu,c~fletti'@corp.sun~com. For more infortnation on On the Net, or to con- Daily News Updates 1ir:ks to free current 
tribute to the column, please contact Sharyn Ladner (sIadnet@miami.edu}. news services that use push technology to 
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send daily news via e-nail. This is t??e iarg- 
est NewsBursts categfq =d has several 
subcategories that are modeied afer  
Netscape's inbox Direct service: business, 
general, international, and kchnology. 
Twenty-one sewices from internd and 
external sources were selected. Representa- 
tive sites we Good Morning Silicon Valley> 
Techweb, Wired News Daily, and ZDNet. 
Good Morning Silicon Vdey (GMSV) is 
published by Cie San Jose Mercury News 
(SJMN) and covers f le  information techol- 
ogy industry at large. This service gac~ers 
breaking news from many sources includ- 
ing the SplN, wjre services, and other web 
publishers. Each morning at 8:00 a.m. PST, 
GMSV is delivered to the subscriber's e-mail 
box with a short descripiion and a link to 
the fu2-text. 
Te&Web, pub3shed by CMP Media, and 
ZDNet, pubIished by Ziff Davis, are two 
comprehensive services heavily focused on 
the computer and 'Lechnology industries. 
Wked News Daily is published by Wired 
Digitai and offers h k s  to cuttingedge sto- 
ries on the Internet, technology, and. po'iitics. 
ased Push Services 
The Fee-Based P ~ s h  Services category is 
hchded ir, NewsB'drsts '3 edncate readers 
&out the key current news seervies avaZzb,bie 
for a fee. Thi section inchides ten s k s  x:d is 
a mix of msum news sennces m d  new$&- 
&IS. Many of these services d o w  Gsers to 
create profdes and deliver news in e-ma3 for- 
mat or as a custom web page. mples are 
DQW Jones Lrteractive a d  Inquisit. 
Dow jones Interactive and Inquis? b o ~ h  
offer as tom news services through a per- 
sonal cews proEIe delivered via e-mail. 
Each fee-based service selected for News- 
Bursts has unique c-~s-comization and con- 
tenL features. 
ark& Resea~h 
Tkis category includes seven services 
that mix newsletters wit;? custom news pag- 
es. The najority of these services requke a 
paid subscription to the market research %IZ 
before push services cay be accessed. Rvo 
examples are IDC (Internation& Data Ccrpo- 
ration) and Jupiter Co~~unications.  
IDC is a key international IT market re- 
search firm. Sun's subscription ailow Sun 
employees to set up personal web pages 
$0 Informarion LiuRooh e November I3912 
having xpdates sen', via e-mail. ju$er 
Communications provides a free news ser- 
vice d e d  Digital Digest, Jupiter's research 
focuses on the internet and new techcsio- 
gies. Digital Digest is a bi-rr:on;;ziy e-maii 
newsletter detailing industry events and 
aew research. 
News AIIetts 
News Alerts contaics ail con-daily e- 
mail news services. This secrioc has fifteec 
services a.nd Is divided into sub-categories: 
business, general, interca',icnal, and te&- 
noicg. Rvo t~~sefiii services are the 
FreeEDGAR Watchfist and The IndasZy 
Standard Inteiligences 
FreeEDGAR's IVa";chiist, produced by the 
Pazes Corporation, is a 2ee push s e ~ i c e .  
VJatckkt allows iisers to track US. public 
or private company Secarities and Ex- 
c h g e  Commission (SEC) Z h g s  via an e- 
mail notification. Because of the na5.m of 
this service, deiivery is irregular. 
The Industy Standard Intelligencer, 
published Sy IDG.net, offers 2, weekly r,ev\is 
report and analysis of major evects affect- 
ing the Internet economy. 
Effective marke'L'bng of :5e NewsB:xsrsl 
service ti: Sun employees is cctical for its 
value to be opti~ized. Marketkg efforts in- 
clude an internal press reicase e-maiIed to 
tzrgeted groups within t??e company, an an- 
muncemect on SuzVJeb, Sun's ictranet, ti- 
5ed '5unLibrary is tee Authoriq on Push 
News Semivices" (9/31198), and a new l i ~ k  
%om t3e SunLibrary web site. In addition, 
Chis szrvice is now induded as part of &e 
SunLibrary virtud a ~ d  physicai t x r s .  
iiesponse to this service has been ex- 
Zeczeiy positive, Groups within the compa- 
ry arc finding p a t  value in tke thorough 
evduatior: z : d  selection process that wzs 
given to ea& of the sites selected. 
- * 
users' evahatior?. of Nev~sBursts is es- 
sential in order tc qquan:ify its usefdness. 
Sac empioyees will be surveygied within ths 
next six months tc, determine what changes 
are necessary to keep this sewice germace 
to Sun's business ini',iatives. 
As we ail know, there is a tremendous 
amount cf :nforrr;atioa available, 30th 
free and fee-basedi on the web. In gener- 
al: ecd mers feel this information over- 
bad  and appreciate experts identifying 
and sharing vaiuable, authoritative, ar,d 
+,. ,~rgeted resources. News3ursts, a Sun&:- 
3 r a g  sewice, has docs just this for Sun 
employees. g 
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In the 1999-1998 association year, the SLA Board of Directors 
directed association staff to cond~ct a survey of library schoois to 
assess the extent to vhich iibramy educatmn cidrricula offered :3e 
training shdents need to 6eve10p the knowledge, understanding, 
and skills of infomation professionals necessary for the twenty- 
f i s t  centzry, as outhned in tke CgmpctencYksJgr Specid Librwn'am 
cf the 21st Cenhq document (h~p:/i~~clr~.sIa.orglproEe~sio~ai/ 
coxp.htmlj. The survey was also intended to provide insight into 
competency areas Setter sewed by contkning education programs 
Percent off Reporting 
LA Schools Offering 
General Special Libraries Courses 
52% of schools offer 
general special libraries courses 
48% of schools do not of fer  
special libraries courses 
offered throrgh professiond associations, Tcva other related profes- 
sional associatiocs, the Association for ti'lramy and Information 
Science Education (ALISE) and the Medlcal Library Association 
(&LA) pwtnered vdth §LA on this prcjed. 
After considering several f c x a s !  the survey instrument was 
divided into Wo sections. 13 &e first section, components of the 
eleven professionai competency areas were categorized into six 
"EssentiaI Areas of :mwiedge for Specid Librarians:" dnfomaticn 
Resources, 1nJomatio.v Managemen6 i~Comation Access, drgoma- 
fkx System 2nd fichn010~~ ASe~ea,+ck and Lg601matkm PO@. US- 
Ing the cnrricrium list of thdr library sciecce program, respon- 
dents were asked to list tkek course titles mder ali' of <?a "essen- 
',ialii" areas to which they were rdevant, i?dic?.te %&ether esch 
corrse was "Cox" or "Elective," 2nd record tke credit h o w  for 
each cocrse offered. 
In the second pocion of Cle silweyp rrespcndents were asked to 
provide the following !nformaSon in open-ended qaestions: ways 
in which their programs foster the deveiopmena of person& compe- 
tencies; whether they pian ro make changes in their u~rriculrrm 
based on %A's CompetencYks document and MLRs PIagormJ%~ 
Change; and suggestions on how professiocai associations and li- 
brzy  and information sy~dies programs corrld work together to 
csrtinidonsly improve curric3I.m content. TIk sil.rvey was maiied 
to Ebrary and inkmation studies program t h r ~ u g h o ~ t  the world. 
Affer 'lizese ef fo~s ,  fo~$-%o ai  the EQ-six. ALA-accredited 
schocis responded for a response rate of 45 perter,: amosg Canadi- 
an zcd U.S. sckools. There were responses from eigb-four inter- 
nationai schoois, a 26.5 percent response rate. 
The d a z  coilected x e  qarite insightf-d icto how the coxpetency 
areas are being addressed in the schoois. Ore interesting secticn of 
tj2e snxey was the malysis of specid library souses being ofked 
by the library and infcma5on sc~dies prcgrams at ALA-accredited 
schools in the U.S. acd Canada, hs "g~re  L bdimtes, 52 gercect of 
schooIs offer a geaerd special libraries course vJhiie 48 percent do 
not o2er srrch a course, 9ne szhool offered &.is c a m e  as a m e  
course while the rest cfferet it as aE eiedive. A "'general" course 
xos; Iikely introdxces a. variety of t y p  sf specid Libraries, 5~ough 
no dean on such courses mn 5e ex=ixd since the sciaools just 
provided c o m e  titles. 
Figure 2 sizows the breakdown of specific special Iikaries conrs- 
es by subject area. The Sreakd~wn is as fo~~o~his: Governxe~t/In";er- 
nation& (81 percent), Huxanities (54 percent), ileaZ! Science (5.2 
percent) , Science and Technoioa/Er,gineering jV4 percent) , C o p  
rate $59 percent), Legal (62 percent), ArtiMusic (24 percent), Geog- 
raphyIMap (5 percentj, and Social Sciences (76 percent). T3e great- 
est concentration of specific special libraries courses are tke m a s  
of Government/LIInte:aationaZ, Social Sciences, and Scie~ce and 
Techno1ogy/En$reering. Tvm ont of a tot2 of 212 specialized 
comes  are offered as core courses, v&h tke remainder ss decs,i.~es. 
,-. ihis is not sxrrisi2g given tkatstcdents vdlo v~znt o enter the 
specid iihrary fieid tlrsdd 1;r~ant to pick %eir area of s~eciaEzatio3. 
Based on the fact &at only three out of a total of 265 specid li- 
braries courses* geserd or specific, are core courses, it can be coc- 
cluded :i& she:;!d students not chocse a specid libraries come,  
they may 3ave very lixle in deptl? study of f l s  field. M is likely <?at 
FIGURE 2 
Percent of Sub j eft-Specif ic Special Libraries Courses 
by Subject Area, Reporting ALA Schools 
Governmental / i n t e r n a t i d  
Humanities 
Health Sciences 
Science and Technology / Engineering 
Corporate 
0 -.. Legal 
.:. ..... ... 
Art /Music 
Geography /Map 
Social Sciences 
special libraries are tonched on in other courses, especially in gen- more aboat the types of core and elective courses the schools are 
erd, intrcd~ctory courses, but extent of which was not explored in offering, the most innovative courses that are out there, and ways 
this survey. that the schools are addressing the personal competencies. 
This is just cne piece of very useful information tFiat can be For a copy of the full report, contact the Professional Develop- 
gained from the survey resalts. In the fitld report, you'll find out xent department at: i-202-234-4700, ext. 627. 8 
Last month's m l u m  fomsed on tihe results of §LA'S 
participation LI the financial m d  operating bencknmking 
study performed 3y the Association information Maqage- 
mect Senrice (MJ. I believe faat one of the f~~djings of 
the AlMS stbtdy as related tc S M s  operations witrants k- 
ilter examination. The aZMS report :eve& 5iat S W s  annu- 
d conference remains its i g e s t  source of net reveme (a 
percentage much Izrger thm compxabie associations;. It 
was noted that S'LA must be cautivas in relykg too heavily 
on non-dues incone sources su& as the conference a&+ 
ty. The 1996 tkou@ 1998 repom show that the profit 
maggin on the mmai  conference cont:kxes to declke and 
is a likely indication of fume performance. Agah~, it was 
noted t:hat SLA shouid not rely too hav2y on one acti..Jty 
to fimd the major activities of the association. 
For fiscal year 1998, a variance in tiqe annual confer- 
ence registration and educational courses ceArtai$y im- 
pacted the operations of the association. The FY 1998 
Budget included a menty-nine percent profit margin for 
the acfinai conference and continuiag education comes. 
However, income was down neaxiy twenty percent, ca-us- 
ir,g the profit margin to decrease to ten percent. This re- 
lated to a potential budget deficit of nearly $195,000. 
As a resdt of the conference variances, the association 
s+& entered into a financial contingency @an Q rrLinL~ize 
+', LL e ‘- conference variance's impact or, the association's other 
products and services. The contingency pian inchded cost 
reductions for onsite conferecce services such as staffing, 
zdio/visud, and receptiofi expenses; s >iring freeze for 
d l  vacant stsff positions; ad association-wide cost reduc- 
tions for ail non-essential costs that would not dramatical- 
ly affect the long-term qua39 of SLRs products and ser- 
vices. As a result of the staff's contingencj pim, the asso- 
ciation's overall budgeted bottom iim for 1998 w'J1 not be 
materially affected. fie szff sshouid be commended for its 
proactive approach ir, minimizing the negative impact. 
What have we lemed? Too gea t  a dependency on 
any sicgk event can be dangerous to the hg- term 2- 
nancid health of the association. As a resuh, the 3 
I999 BuCget includes a xore conservative profit nargin 
in the annual conference budget to more closely refiect 
realistic expectations. 8 
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content! 
Periodicals 
Directory 1999 
It may seem quaint to  be discussing content 
over bandwith or baud rates, but the next 
t ime you have to verify 10 ISSNs for  an ILL 
request . . . check on copyright compliance 
for a downloaded article you wish to  dis- 
tr ibute . . . or determine which document 
delivery services cover a recently cancelled 
journal, your operating system won't be 
much help. For these and the myriad other 
questions you're confronted 
with, there's just one answer. 
Available i n  print, on CD- 
ROM, and online, the Ulrich's 
database represents the 
information foundation you 
need to frame a viable serials 
agenda in  the new digi tal  en- 
vironment. 
F A C T S  A C H A 
,- 
I I i If your You I R E  MIssNG 1 you ARE M1ssIW you ARE MissING You ARE MISSING 1 you M E  Mss:NG Ulrich's !s ... New Titles Ceased Titles Revisions / CD/Online Titles j Doto Elements I 
1 reviews from 
1 year oi$ 1 7,000 3,195 1 112,000 1 3,499 I Mogozmes far L;bmries i and tibrory Journal 
I I 
rights & petmirrionr 2 years oid 7 3,000 1 6,390 224,000 4,718 contacts and phone 
numbers 
1 
3 yecn  wid 25,000 9,585 336,000 5,234 URLr 
I 
e-mcii addresses, 4 years old 36,500 12,780 1 448,000 i 7,480 adveitiring contacts 
and rater 
newspoperr, 5 yeors old 47,500 15,975 538,000 8,901 document suppliers, 
and CCC notations 
X.R. BUWRER 0 121 CHANLON ROAD NEW PROVIDENCE, NJ 07974 1-888-BOWKER2 
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For more information, visit o:lr web 
site at www.sia.org/conf_lreet/ 
events.htro! or aU SLA headquar- 
ters at 1-202-234-4706. 
Cmkls9 Managem@: 
State-of-Che-Art Institute 
November 5-6,1998 
lirashington, CC 
$a M#&P Ma@png 
January if -23, 1999 
San Francisco, Ch 
November 
For those special librarians planning to 
teach hternet classes, here are some pokters. 
Rather than focus on specifrc web sites for 
you to inclzde, this article focuses on basics 
for the preparation =d management of the 
course includixg setting objectives, smcturing 
meaningfid exercises, introdwing terminology 
and importznt concepts, preparing an  optima! 
learning environmect, troubleshooting, pre- 
paring c o m e  mater:als, evaluating rescurces, 
and askine for feedback. 
Ces wggesticcs s'adressent aux bibliothkcaires 
specialis& projetant de faire des c o m  &Internet. P,.+~ IL:LO: que de se concentre su: lfis sites Web splci- 
fiques qu'n leur faudra inclure, cet article se focalise 
sur ies fccdemencs de la p~eparation et de la gestioc 
d ; ~  ccurs. c'est a dire ktablir les cbjectifs, klabo~er 
des exexices d'appliatio~ peainents, introduire !a 
terminologie et ies concepts importants, prkparer uc 
cadre prcpice a i'apprentissage, dkpanner, pikparer 
des matkriaux pedagogiques, ivaluer la documentz- 
tion ex denande: des informations en retour. 
Para aqueiios bsliotecarios que tienen la in- 
tencion de ensenar clases de Internet, he aqui 
unas sugenncias. En vez de enfocarse en ios 
'web sites' especificos para incluir, este articuio 
enfoca en 10s pdncipios de prepxacion y adrrtin- 
istzacion de curso, hciuso determinacih de obje- 
tivos, constnicci0n de ejercicios significativos, 
presentacion de terminoiogia y conceptos kxpor- 
antes, p r epa r~~do  an  ambiente optimo para 
aprender, buscar ausas  de incidentes, preparar 
nzteriales de ccrso, evaiuar 10s rec;~rsos, y solic- 
Far reaccicnes. 
Greenberg 
ty b e a m  graphic designers, creating a ~ d  
adapting print and electronic documents, 
whether you rtre a hired h m d  to do the actual 
ETYL coding or possess <ye determination to 
do it $ ~ e  know we are designing 
many eeiectronic documents and interfaces that 
may never be intended for printing or paper 
dis'r3utiorL. Yet our own previous training 
and experiences wit2 creating and using print 
m y  affec~ vx perspective on the possibilities 
for &erface design. Z ~ i s  article starts from 
the premise f l a t  knowiedge of cogniticn, 
memory, and graphic design principles can 
ar,d should imprcve design outcomes for the 
c o r n p e r  i2te:face. Unders'anding the basis 
for visual pexeption anC cognition begins 
with acknowledgktg the biological basis of our 
vim$ serses. 
necessite 2es graphistes qui aeent et adaptent des doc- 
un!ents imprimes ou tiecroniques d'une fapn o;. 
d'ane autre : soit 2s ergagent pelqu'un pour code: Ie 
document HTMZ pzopzenent dit, scit 2s sont dkkr- 
&nCs a Ie fdfe eux-memes. Sons savons que ncus 
aeons de nornbreux dcclmenLs et interfaces Bectron- 
ipes  qui ce seront peut-&e famais destines a Etre ir- 
p n ? &  ou dont ;la triice Ccrik ne sera jamis d ibuke .  
NWoins ,  il se pourrait que noZe precieuse forma- 
tion et nos expkriences zitkrieures dans le domak~e de 
12 creation et de I ' u ~ . t i o n  de documents impiimks 
&%tent notre point de we sur Ies p0ssibfittt.s de !;1 
concepticn de I'interface. Le point de depart de cet arti- 
cle est la ptmisse qu'en ce qui comrne Xnterface des 
orCiatem, .;G acquis des pi-incipes reiatifs 5 la cogn- 
tion, a 12 n;t.noii-e et a ia conception des gaphiques 
peut et devrait ame!.io:er I'abcutissement de sa concep- 
tion. Coqre~dre Ie fondement de la perception 
visue!le et de la cognition commence par se iappeler 
que notre sens de la w e  ressort de la bologie. 
Profesionaies de !a infomacibn se han con- 
vertido ec  disefiadores gaficos por necesidad, 
creando y adaptando documentos impresos y 
electr6nicos, usando un ayndante para hater eel 
mismo cbdigo HTWL., c teniendo Ia detemi- 
nacion de hacerlo uno mismo. Sabemos que es- 
t m o s  disefiandc muchos dwmentos electroni- 
cos e interfaces cuyo proposit0 puede que nunca 
sea para imprizir o para distribuir en papel. Sin 
embargo, nuestro propio enhenuniecto y experi- 
encia previa creando y csacdo impresos podria 
afectar nuestra perspectiva sobre !as posibiI- 
idades para el disefio de interfaz. Este articulo 
comienza por la premisa qile ei conocimiento de 
cognition, la memoria, y 10s prhcipios de disefio 
gaficc pueden y deben nejorar ios resultadas de 
diseiios para icterfaz de conputadora. La comp- 
rensi6n de la base de perceyi6n visud y cog- 
nicih,  comienza por reconocer ia base bioibgia 
de nuestros sentidcs visuales. 
As oar " infomion economy" has grown 
in recent years, sone  fee1 that we have been 
caugfit offguard in an  infornation poiicy vac- 
uum and, a s  a resuIt, we need to h.~~ny to fii 
the void with x w  regdatiorrs and policies. 
Fo: s m e  issues Q g e r e d  by emerging tech- 
noiogks :fiat impression m y  hold true, but 
masy of the fiindamentzi policy questions 
raised by an irLf3rmation econony are not 
new, Our sociev cmtinues struggle to bz- 
a x e  our treatment of information as  mer- 
chandise with infornration as a cornuni ty  re- 
source used to express, criticize, communi- 
mte, and i e z n .  %day, this s t r u d e  is  perhaps 
best embodied in ktide 23 of the Uniform 
Cormerci.d Code, a state law c:xently nnder 
development C?at seeks to defrne the legal 
g o u n d  rules fc"c:msactions in information. 
E'ant donne Ia crcisjance de notre r ecocomie 
de pkLfcmation ,: ces dernikres ann~es,  ceyknes . A medida que nuestrs 'economia de infor- 
personnes ant rin;.pression p e  nous somrnes pris macion' ha ida creciendo en ~ 3 0 s  recientes, al- 
es traitre &r.s un n&m: d'information que ne gouv- @nos creen que se nos ha cogido desapercibidos 
erne aucxne plitiqne gknt'rale et qu'2 nous faut pzr en an  vacio de politica de infor~acibn y, por con- 
consequent nous Eder de combla ce vide avec Le . siguiente, .teEemos que apxesuwnos para llenar 
nouveaux rtglements et po3tiques g6nC:ales. Cette el vacio con noevas normzs y poIitica. Para ai- 
impressicr. est peu'l-&re ccrrecte dans les cas ok les %nos %mas precipitados por tecnclogias na- 
'Lecholo@es kmergentes Fosent de ncuvezdx cien&s p ~ &  que esa implesion sea ciefla, per0 
prcbltmes: mais maintes questicns fondamentales mZchas de pre%n&s kndamen-des de 
de politique generale soulevkes par I'konomie de politics que se desz.rouan For una economia de 
i'infcrmalion r~e  soct pas nouvelles. Notre sociCte ' informacijn, no son nEevas, xuestra socieda~ 
continue de s'evertuer a contrebalancer notre traite- , ccntin6a ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ d ~  para ni-,,eiar a.uestro trata- 
rnent de i'Lnformz:icn en tant que marchandise et . mientc de la kformaci6n coma una merancia 
l'inf0rmii:ion en tant qze source de documentation wn informacios como recurso de comunidad us- pour ia coEectivi6, '?aque$e empbie ces renseigne- 
n;ents s2exprimer, critiquer et apprendre, . ado para expresar, crificar, comunicar, Y vender .  kdjourd'hui, cette hne est peut-eQe ie mie,s iz- . Hoy dia, est2 Iucha quizas se exprese mejor en ei 
Articulo 2B d d  Uniform Comnercid Code, ur,a carnee dam I'Artick 23 d~ Code zniformisC de corn- 
merce, lei $eat americake en tours d ' ~ l ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  . Ley estatai act~almente en desarrollo, que aspira 
qr;i vise d@fink la poCedure jucci&e liee , a defink h S  Xglas kgdes basicas cuand0 Se 
transactions dans le dcmai~e de I'information. hacen transacciones de informacibn. 
M&A4/,?&URS, a Ieading inter~ationai confectionar\r company, has 
aii exci'dng opportunky for its Hacl<ettstoxm, Nj h e a d ~ z r t e r s  hcz- 
;ion for an icformation services professionai. Our Infomation Sys- 
. . 
terns Specialist piays 2 ieaGicg edge role ir. mazagemen:; acclu:si- 
tion: a d  develop en^ of information systems nzeded for competi- 
tive advantage. 
1 RESPONSIBILITIES: l Develop a d  manage user-friendly and effective ir,fcmatior. sys- t e m  and services I Create pathways to capture, con~nunica:e and a-eate il~telIectual capita:. 
I !denti$, test and introduce new informatior. techi:oiogies; sys- tems, and services. [ Creatively encourage and s u p p o ~  ozgoing lco\lledge deve!opzent 
OUALIFICATIONS: 
* B.S. in icformation Sciences or eqjivzient; M.L.S. Degree :Semfici&. 
3-5 years in infcrma:ion sysmns deveicpent.  S ~ e n g i h  in sys- 
tems development 2r.d implemeiltation strongly preferred. Exreri- 
ence in a co;?sora:e !i:Srary setting desirable. 
[ * Excellent written a d  cral comn-.micarion sMlis. 
1 Demmstrated knowledge of conputerized information ret~ievai i 1 systems. 
1 * Strong senrice orientatiol? and a p t f o i i o  of creative 
i to meet c h t  needs. 
Cevelop yci: career in a high visibilitv roie while enjoying an excei- 
lent compensation package, fully paid secu:-ity benefits and a 
unique, open work er.vironnen:. Let us know about you by sending 
your resume to: Bernxci Bro:Xman, N:&L!,iNARS, 800 1 Street, Hac!iettstowr., N,' 97849 - or fax to (908) 8 5 0 - 2 5 2 6  cc: 
i contact us at bemard.brothman@effe~.ccn. 
1 h Affirmative ActiorJkpaI Oppo:.'mi:y Enploye~ hlRAfiX. I 
tance. user education and on- and devel~p research library 
Iine computer searches; serves ccdeccion. MI2 zlso assist sci- 
oc  selected G d m a  Library entists k database searching. 
committees, Reports 9 t',k Vir- &A accredited MLS, back- 
ginia Campus Lr~rarian, QUA's- gol;nd k~ chemistry food sci- 
iFlCATlONS REQIGIRED: I~&S ence or n~trition needed, as 
from an AM-accredited pro- weii as strong laoilhIge of in- 
gram. Ability to work effective- 'Lernet!incranet a d  access kwh. 
ly with ?&UC and co-workers in Abifity- 1s assist with \%ndows 
a team environment and to Xl' server network and dients 
manage m~itipk priorities; ex- PC's. We vdl  consider a recent 
pei;ence L+i orJme searchikg of g a d ~ a k ,  The position is loat- 
commercid databases; familiar& ed in Decamr, ITlkois at the j,R, 
ty !with Internet use for Lqformz- PandaB Research Center which 
'Lion access and delivery; excei- is separate 4031 the Corporate 
lent or& md witten communi- Ac;ninistration Building. ADM 
a t ion  s ids .  QUAXFICATiOSS is an Equal Oppcr?m%y Ex- 
PRZFERRED: Sxbject back- I;iojrer. Icterested m~didates 
gound L;l ~ ~ d e m i c  program ar- sho~ ld  fmva.rd tbek resumes 
eas offered at Virghia C a q ~ s ,  to: Sheila Witts-Mznnweiier, Ci- 
esp, BusL?ess and Business Ad- rector-Corporzte Ferssnnd, 
mLrst:atioc; experience teach- PO.  BOX 1498, DeaPjr. IL 
ixg end-cser searchkg sf a ~ t o -  62525. 227-424-4383-fax: S/ 
mated systems; experience wit;? Mm~weile@co~.adx\n~o~~d.~m. 
coEedion devek~pxer-: w&Ilk an Ad&don~i Chs~ae$s 33 gage 4. 
find it here. 
CAS Registry is the world's iargesi &?abase of chemica! substances, including: 
17 million substance records for chemicals reported in patents 
and chemical literature since 1957; 
- the largest collection of organic substances-more than 12 million, 
drawn from both journa! articles and patents; 
more than 19 miilion chemical and commerciat substance names; 
CAS Registry NumbersB, the international standard for concise 
and reiiabie substance identification. 
3se CAS Registry for authoritative substance information. Call 1-800-753-4227 
o .  61 4-447-3700. Or visit our Web site a t  http://www.cas.org. 
Like all our informatio 
we like to get straight to th 
econo 
Yod'd iove t o  :obi our  more information t o  yokr end users- 
but what  wili it cost? Less t han  you might think. Many ou r  
c s i t ove r s  h a w  aiready discove:ed t h e  vaiue ir: switching t o  a 
fiat-fee price package. They have io;;nd tha t  they can increase 
their infcrmaticr! usage w:thout exceeding their predeter- 
v ined  bkdgsts. 
As an  information rnanags ,  pricing predictabiiity is c;i+icai t o  
you. With a fiat-iee pian, you can eiiminate t h e  guesswork. 
The Diaioc Corporation wiil partner with ycu t o  d w e i o p  a 
plan t o  suit t h e  specific needs of yoz? o:canization, 
You"! save y o u  company mosey while yol: t a p  into t h e  
zrvorld's most ccnprehensive content cofiection, Apd ro  maxi- 
mizn your savir.gs, consolidate your muitipie vendor pians intc 
one  econonicai costract with Dialog. 
Cali us today for  help in de termi~- . ing  t h e  optimal fiat-fee piar: 
fcr  yodr organizatior.. 
We're confident yos'li find us t o  be  t h e  best deai, bar none! 
C E E P I N G  T H E  W O R L D  B E T T E R  I N F O R M E D  
@?998, The Dielog Co-rro:a:ion. A:i rights rerewed. Ciaiog and The Dialog :o:pora:ion logo are 
tracemarlcs of The Dizlog iorpo;a:;o" and irs subsidiaries. 
